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1. Introduction

Bridging the semantic gap between data centric sensor processing outcomes and objective driven situation awareness requirements remains a major challenge in developing an effective sensing, exploitation and execution (SEE) system. To address this issue, we introduced a semantic information representation framework (SIRF) capable of describing situational and behavioral semantics in a complex visual environment. This framework consists of a layered architecture of information representations inspired by cognitive linguistics principles.

Cognitive linguistics [1][2][3][4][5] is an emerging theory of human language acquisition, and it claims that the nature of semantics as the intersection between different languages can be described using five conceptual primitives, i.e. "things", "places", "paths", "actions" and "causes" [1][3][6]. Within visual sensing domain, cognitive linguistics provides helpful insights on semantic linkages between human languages (i.e. queries) and sensor languages (i.e. visual sensor data processing outputs). Compared with ontology-based semantic representations [7], cognitive linguistics is more natural for the expression of complex compositions of relations and logics in a common sensing scenario. It enables autonomously generated cross-modality heuristics for discovering and describing semantic concepts.

Theories of natural languages production generally agree that there are three independent levels of text representations, i.e. lexical level, syntactic level, and semantic level [8]. The proposed semantic information representation framework (SIRF) closely resembles this structure. It consists of three components: 1) conceptual primitive definitions and extractions, 2) syntactic parsing, and 3) semantic reasoning.

Our semantic representation framework is constructed around the cognitive linguistic conceptual primitives. On one hand, these primitives are still at a relatively low conceptual level, so that direct and automatic inference from raw sensor inputs is possible. On the other hand, according to cognitive linguistics, these primitives are sufficient building blocks for complex semantic concepts that can be modeled through sensorimotor metaphor. Therefore our proposed representation framework provides an appropriate intermediate conceptual layer that bridges high level semantics with low level sensor data.

Considering each sensor output as a document, conceptual primitives are basic “words” from a structured vocabulary. Numerous stochastic models and machine learning methods already exit for extracting these conceptual primitives from sensor outputs, which makes SIRF feasible.

At syntactic level, a new conceptual primitive can be iteratively constructed from a series of lower level primitives. This process is modeled through Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (PCFG) [9][10] in SIRF. Context free grammar is a commonly used in modeling phrase structures; and it is more flexible than regular grammars (equivalent to HMMs) in the Chomsky hierarchy. The definitions of cognitive linguistic conceptual primitives provide SIRF a set of inherent PCFG production rules. Furthermore, additional production rules can be learned from data based on minimum description length (MDL) criteria. With these production rules, higher level primitives (i.e. phrases) can be constructed from lower level primitives (i.e. words) through “merge” and “construct” operations. Given a set of production rules associated with different
concepts, string parsing tools, such as Earley parser, can be used to parse unknown data sequences, and find the most likely production rule set to predict the concept of the sequence.

After syntactic parsing, Bayesian Networks (BNs) can be constructed to perform semantic reasoning among the conceptual primitives across multiple abstraction levels. BNs have shown considerable success in describing causal semantics in expert systems [11]. Within SIRF, each BN node represents a single primitive that is relevant to a concept of interest. The structures of such BNs are usually determined by expert knowledge. A unique advantage of using cognitive linguistics primitives in SIRF is that, for human operators, the causal relationships of these BN nodes are intuitive to identify, because they resembles human cognitive experience. The conditional probabilities are normally estimated from data. Given a BN structure and a collection of multi-modal sensor inputs and social media feeds, maximum likelihood estimation or expectation maximization (EM) methods can be used to calculate the conditional probabilities of the primitives. Once a BN is constructed, inference queries can be evaluated through marginalization. A top-down reasoning can provide predictive support for primitive nodes based on concept queries; and a bottom-up reasoning can provide diagnostic support for concept nodes based on evidences from primitive nodes.

To support the proposed SIRF, we introduced a series of new primitive modeling tools and methods. They are complementary to many existing modeling methods. In particular, we have focused on several necessary but not well studied topics, including individual human action modeling, small human group action modeling, human-object interaction modeling and human object recognition over a distance.

Action primitive plays an important role in semantic representation. On human action recognition, we introduced a Dynamic Structure Preserving Map (DSPM) to model human actions directly from coarse optical flow fields, which is inspired by the latest feature learning paradigm. In this method, we modified and improved the adaptive learning procedure in self-organizing map (SOM) and then captured the dynamics of best matching neurons through Markov random walk. DSPM can learn implicit spatial-temporal correlations from optical flow feature sets and preserve the intrinsic topologies characterized by different human motions. Experimental results showed that this method can achieve highly competitive action recognition performance across a wide range of test video datasets.

Action of small human group is one level higher than individual human action. Group action is not a mere collection of individual actions in a vector space. It represents one more level of primitive abstraction, which can be incorporated in the syntactic parsing in SIRF. Compared to single human activity recognition, group human activity recognition has more challenges, such as varying group size, the varying time duration, mutual occlusions between different people, and the interaction within or between groups. We proposed a novel structural feature set to represent group behavior as well as a probabilistic framework for group activity learning and recognition. We first apply a robust multiple targets tracking algorithm to track each individual in the entire image region. Small groups are then clustered based on the output positions of the tracker. After that, we introduce a set of social network analysis (SNA) based structural features to describe the dynamic behavior of small group people in each frame. A Gaussian Process Dynamical Model (GPDM) is then employed to learn the temporal activity of small group people.
overtime. After training, the new group activity will be identified by computing the conditional probability with each learned GPDM. Our experimental results indicate that our proposed features and behavior model can successfully capture both the spatial and temporal dynamics of group people behavior, and correctly identify different group activities.

Similar to human group action recognition, human-object interaction (HOI) recognition is also a necessary but challenging task in computer vision. In sophisticated HOI scenarios, the major difficulty is the irregular motions of human body parts and objects of interest. Again, an interaction concept cannot be represented as a collection of the individual motions of body parts and objects. We extended the structure preserving SNA based feature set to describe the relationships and motion distributions of various body parts and objects. In this approach, the detected human body parts and objects are treated as nodes in social network graphs, and a set of SNA features including *closeness*, *centrality* and *centrality with relative velocity* are extracted for action recognition. To further adapt SNA for HOI, we introduced a weighted social network structure, in which the nodes representing the object of interest and some body parts are weighted more than the others in SNA feature calculation. A major advantage of the SNA based feature set is its robustness to varying node numbers and erroneous node detections, which are very common in human-object interactions. An SNA feature vector will be extracted for each frame and different human-object interactions are classified by two classification methods, including Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The experimental results on four different human-object interactions from HMDB dataset demonstrated that the proposed method can effectively capture the dynamical characteristics of human-object interaction and outperforms the state of art methods in human-object interaction recognition.

On *thing* primitive extraction, although we tend to use existing methods, we realize that in most surveillance scenarios, human objects are far away from camera, and a recognition using appearance features is usually unreliable. As an uncommon biometric modality, human gait recognition has a great advantage of identify people at a distance without high resolution images. We introduced a human gait recognition framework that consists of a reliable background subtraction method followed by the pyramid of Histogram of Gradient (pHOG) feature extraction on the silhouette image, and an HMM based classifier. Through background subtraction, the silhouette of human gait in each frame is extracted and normalized from the raw video sequence. After removing the shadow and noise in each region of interest (ROI), pHOG feature is computed on the silhouettes images. Then the pHOG features of each gait class will be used to train a corresponding HMM. In the test stage, pHOG feature will be extracted from each test sequence and used to calculate the posterior probability toward each trained HMM model. Experimental results on the CASIA Gait Dataset B demonstrate that with our proposed method can achieve very competitive recognition rate.

In addition, we have also explored sparse representation based sensor or sensor modality effective utility assessment methods. Given an observation vector containing all sensor outputs, sensor effective utility assessment is equivalent to feature selection in machine learning. Feature selection, which aims to obtain most informative feature subsets, has been an active research topic for many years. A critical task in designing a feature selection method is to define an effective feature evaluation metric. In this work, we selected the imputation quality in sparse
representation as the evaluation metric. Sparse imputation is a technique to achieve the best
sparse representation quality in classification tasks when one or more features are missing. In the
proposed feature selection via sparse imputation (FSSI) method, we test each individual feature
by removing it from the feature and then evaluate the sparse representation quality. The higher
the representation quality indicates the lower utility from the selected feature. This feature
selection method is evaluated in classification tasks. Comparative studies are conducted with
existing feature selection methods (such as Fisher score and Laplacian score). Experimental
results on benchmark data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of FSSI method.

Since sparse coding can be represented in $\ell_1$ graphs, we further extended the FSSI idea into a
general $\ell_1$ graph based feature selection method. In this work, we propose a “filter” method for
unsupervised feature selection which is based the geometry properties of $\ell_1$ graph. $\ell_1$ graph is
constructed through sparse coding, and it establishes the relations of feature subspaces. The
quality of features is evaluated by features' local preserving ability. We compare our method
with classic unsupervised feature selection methods (Laplacian score and Pearson correlation)
and supervised method (Fisher score) on benchmark data sets. The classification results based on
support vector machine, k-nearest neighbors and multi-layer feed-forward networks demonstrate
the efficiency and effectiveness of our method.

The remaining sections of this report are organized as follows.

In Section 2, the proposed semantic information representation framework is presented in details.
It contains three subsections. The first subsection introduces the main concepts and architecture
of cognitive linguistics based SIRF. The second subsection presents syntactic parsing based on
PCFG. The third subsection provides Bayesian network based SIRF concept models.

In Section 3, several conceptual primitive modeling methods are presented. In the first
subsection, a dynamic structure preserving map (DSPM) is introduced for individual human
action recognition. In the second subsection, a small human group action recognition based on
Gaussian Process Dynamic Model and Social Network Analysis is introduced. In the third
subsection, the extended GPDM-SNA method is applied to human object interaction recognition.
In the forth subsection, a human silhouette extraction method and a pyramid HOG feature is
introduced to recognize human object based on gait images.

In Section 4, conclusions and discussions on the project findings are presented. Publications
related to this project are listed at the end of the report.
2. Semantic Information Representation Framework


2.1.1. Cognitive Linguistics and Semantic Sensing

Semantics refers to the meaning of a sign such as the meaning of a word within a language. Semantics-based techniques have been applied in many application domains, e.g., semantic web, semantic sensor networks and semantic database. Currently the most accessible semantic representation approach is through ontology. The web ontology language (OWL) [7] is well developed in the semantic web, but falls short as a semantic sensing representation language. Specifically, OWL forces one to represent all properties into ontology or rules, while natural language and human reasoning (e.g., metaphor) do not. OWL requires unified ontologies which are unnatural in knowledge domains where each community of interest develops its own dialect and domain-specific ontologies causing concept incompatibilities at the domain intersections, where common things, actions, and causal reasoning facilitate human understanding.

Cognitive linguistics is the study of human language in terms of neonatal development and evolution in human physiology, sociology, and psychology [1][2]. It offers a different perspective for knowledge representation. Cognitive linguists argue convincingly [4][5] from neonatal development that language is an index into prior sensorimotor experience, and the primary primate reasoning mechanism is metaphor, the binding of new experiences and words to existing personal sensorimotor experiences and related words.

George Lakoff laid foundations of cognitive linguistics in his classic 1987 text [2], in which he showed how categories structure language and thought, with categories organized around the most common experiences of the group that employ the language. Peter Gärdenfors [5] and others refined Lakoff’s early categories into what may be called relatively orthogonal categories. One may isolate five relatively orthogonal categories (therefore “dimensions”) that circumscribe the conceptual primitives of cognitive linguistics: thing, place, path, action and cause, which are evident in common experience of the domain and the primitive semantic components [1][3][6]. The application of these conceptual primitives in semantic sensing domain is illustrated below.

- **Thing**: In cognitive linguistics, things invariably are nouns that are short, simple, and universally understood. They are the fundamental gestalts for reasoning. In semantic sensing domain, things would be the most common objects, such as objects of interest (e.g. human object, vehicle). Things are basic components to present physical entities of a scene. Sensing experts are equally familiar with the semantics of these basic components.

- **Place**: In cognitive linguistics, places are opportunities for things to have sensorimotor interaction with referential things, so place defines a vector field about the reference object with named subspaces. Places in semantic sensing would be those vector fields that hold things, such as the sensed environment or background associated with the
objects of interest, or the time duration of a certain event. A thing may have different meanings in different places, therefore place provides essential contextual information in sensing.

- **Path**: A path is a sequence of places, which denotes a configuration of related places. The cognitive linguistics notion of path organizes places into the structure of an event. A path is a precognitive gestalt that organizes a set of places into a coherent whole, which would provide a series of processing and achieve an aim. In semantic sensing, a path may represent the trajectories of moving objects, or the time series of certain events, or a simple spatial/temporal container of a series of places.

- **Action**: In cognitive linguistics, an action is the basic component to present behavior or process, which expresses that a thing takes some action in its place or moves along a path. In semantic sensing, action may represent the motion behavior of objects.

- **Cause**: Causes are things that set other things in motion and constrain actions. Causes may lead to an event in which multiple things participate. In semantic sensing, causes are particularly important in describing event-driven scenarios. They may be absent in continuous surveillance and monitoring missions.

Semantic sensing based on cognitive linguistics is thing-centric, which starts with the abstraction of common things of the sensing domain, and then adds places, action and paths built on these things. Cognitive linguistics modeling of the semantic sensing domains reflects the richness of behaviors experienced by the objects of interest, as they interacting with other objects as well as the environment.

Many stochastic models and machine learning methods already exit for extracting these conceptual primitives from sensor outputs. Object detection and recognition techniques are quite mature in many sensing modalities. Sensed environment can be identified through certain background modeling techniques, or maybe readily available during sensor deployment. Many vision, acoustic, RF and laser techniques have been developed to generate 2D or 3D trajectories of moving objects. Action or motion behavior detection and recognition have been popular research topics in recent years. Cause of actions is a relatively complicated issue and may not be directly observable from sensor outputs. However certain heuristics can be applied to identify simple and common causes of events, such as explosions, gun shots etc.

### 2.1.2. Layered Architecture of SIRF

The proposed information representation framework take a layered architecture, with each layer represents a level of information abstraction. In general, four layers are defined, i.e. the signal layer, the feature layer, the primitive layer and the concept layer. The primitive layer is in the middle, which links lower layer sensor information with higher layer objective concepts. Figure 1 illustrates one example of the proposed representation framework. The component specifications and their linkages depend on the sensing system, the sensed environment and possible semantic queries.
At the bottom layer, sensors and sensor networks of various modalities produce raw sensor signals as noisy observations of the environment.

At the second layer, sensor data processing units extract various features that can be used in describing certain conceptual primitives, such as HOG (histogram of oriented gradient) for human objects, SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) for general visual objects, spectral features for acoustic event, and color histogram and statistical moments for background etc. Stochastic models such as HMM (hidden Markov model), GPDM (Gaussian process dynamic model) can also be considered as feature extraction tools for describing actions and processes, such as human motions or speech patterns.

![Figure 2.1. A layered information abstraction architecture in SSE systems.](image)

At the third layer, conceptual primitives are constructed based on the descriptive features from the feature layer. Parametric or non-parametric classifiers on multi-modal feature sets are employed to affirm the existence of certain primitives and to determine the attributes of these primitives. The classification results can be described in likelihoods, which facilitate probabilistic inference of the queried concept.

At the top layer, multiple conceptual primitives form a semantic concept, or mission objective. A concept is not merely a joint event of these multiple primitives; instead it can be described in a form of a structured or graphical model consisting of these primitives. These models are referred to as SIRF concept models (SCMs). An example of such model is shown in Figure 2.1.

In general, layer partitioning is based on information abstraction. Sub-layers can be specified at the feature layer and the concept layer. The primitive layer can be connected to features and concepts at different sub-layers.

The query process takes the top-down path. For each query (or concept), an SCM can be constructed using the relevant conceptual primitives. These models can be defined by users based on domain knowledge. They can also be learned from training sensor data, through the
process similar to association rule data mining. Given a construct of an SCM and the identified primitives, a set of features are formulates and a set of sensors are probed.

The inference process takes the bottom-up path. A set of sensor signals are first collected, and the relevant features are computed. Then the primitives are asserted, and the likelihood of the SCM is evaluated.

2.1.3. Implementation

SCMs can be easily described in XML, which makes this proposed semantic representation portable and interoperable. For example, “a human object walking through a security check point” can be described as:

```xml
<Place name= "a security check point">
  <Thing name= "a human object">
    <Path name= "trajectory going through the check point">\</Path>
    <Action name= "walking">\</Action>
  \</Thing>
\</Place>
```

We developed a simple parsing software, which can process video sequence and associated primitive information and generate an SIRF description in XML. Since the software is only to demonstrate the generation of SIRF in XML, we assume that the primitives such locations and actions of each object are already extracted and stored in an input XML file. The software is implemented in Python. It can be executed on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X etc.

The software consists of three components. The first component is to generate SIRF descriptions in XML; the second component is to perform a simple group merging operation; the third component handles user I/O and video display.

Graph structure is utilized to represent these objects in the video. Each node represents an object’s action in a fixed-length but varying-endpoint time interval. The root of the graph points to all objects in the first time interval. All the nodes of same object are linked in a path. Taking the advantage of Divide and Conquer principle, given \( n \) nodes in the video, the complexity of the algorithm is \( O(n) \).

In the experiment, we evaluate the proposed algorithm on the BEHAVE dataset [25]. BEHAVE dataset consists of four video clips, with 76,800 frames in total. This video data set is recorded at 26 frames per second and has a resolution of 640×480. Group activities include InGroup, Approach, WalkTogether, Split, Ignore, Following, Chase, Fight, RunTogether, and Meet.

There are 6229 single nodes from the input. 220 nodes were merged, which means 220 groups were detected.
In the output XML, *Path, Place, Thing*, and *Action* are identified and labeled:

- Path consists of a sequence of places. Things and actions are moving along paths.
- Places are locations with some time duration. Things and actions occur in places.
- Things can be human or objects. They will conduct certain actions.
- Actions are dynamic behaviors of things, such as moving at speed level one/two/three.

Here is a sample XML generated by this software:

```xml
<XML encoding="utf-8" version="1.0" />
<Path>
    <Place>
        <Location coordinate="(574.5, 288.5, 9139, 9139)" />
        <Thing id="3" />
        <Action>moving at level one</Action>
    </Place>
    <Place>
        <Location coordinate="(511.0, 316.5, 9465, 9465)" />
        <Thing id="4" />
        <Action>moving at level two</Action>
    </Place>
    <Place>
        <Location coordinate="(448.0, 267.5, 5851, 5852)" />
        <Thing id="3, 4" />
        <Action>moving at level two</Action>
    </Place>
</Path>
```

This segment of XML indicates that there are three *Places* under the *Path*. In the first *Place* element there is a person with id 3 moving at speed level one (less than 5 Pix per frame). Its location in the video frame is (574.5, 288.5) and it appears at frame 9139. In the second *Place* element there is a person with id 4 moving at speed level two (between 5 to 10 pix per frame). Its location in the video frame is (511.0, 316.5) and it appears at frame 9465. In the third *Place* there is a group which consists of objects 3 and 4. The location in the frame is (448.0, 267.5) and it appears between frame 5851 and 5852. The group is moving at speed level two (between 5 to 10 pix per frame).

A screenshot of this software is shown in Figure 2.2.

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
Figure 2.2. A screen shot of our SIRF demo software.

This software produces a first level description based on all primitive extractor outputs at a frame-by-frame basis. Subsequent primitive combination at syntactic level will be able to reduce the entries significantly. The resulting XML document will then be used in semantic level BN inference.
2.2. Learning of Syntactic Constructs in SIRF, a Probabilistic Context Free Grammar Approach

2.2.1. Introduction

At syntactic level, a new conceptual primitive can be iteratively constructed from a series of lower level primitives. This process is modeled through Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (PCFG) in SIRF.

Context free grammar is a commonly used in modeling constituency in natural language processing [9]. It is more flexible than regular grammars (equivalent to HMMs) in the Chomsky hierarchy [12]. Context-free grammar (CFG) can be expressed as $G = (V, T, S, P)$, where $V$ is a finite set of non-terminal characters or variables, $T$ is a finite set of terminals characters disjoint from $V$, $S \in V$ is the start variable (or start symbol) representing the whole sentence, and $P$ is a finite set of rewrite rules or productions of the grammar. The production rules are in the form of $X \rightarrow \lambda$, where $X \in V$ and $\lambda \in (V \cup T)$. As an extension to CFG, Probabilistic Context Free Grammar also defines a set of probabilities for every production rules $Pr$, and it is normalized for each l.h.s. symbol $X$ in the production rule.

A critical distinction between linguistic construct and semantic sensing construct is the rich inter-relationships among multi-dimensional primitives. A critical distinction between linguistic construct and visual construct is the rich inter-relationships among multi-dimensional primitives. Several attempts have been made by other groups to introduce spatial and temporal relations among (V∪T). We take a more fundamental approach to this challenge, by encoding the relationships in a cognitive framework resembles human sensorimotor interactions. Basically, we describe low level primitives, $T$ or $V$, as CL primitives, and we formulate their spatial temporal relationship matrices based on observations and our knowledge of these primitives. According to cognitive linguistic principles, conceptual primitives in SIRF inherently exhibit a set of production rules.

$$S \rightarrow \text{Path} | \text{Place}$$
$$\text{Path} \rightarrow \text{Path Place} | \text{Place}$$
$$\text{Place} \rightarrow \text{Thing Action} | \varepsilon$$
$$\text{Place} \rightarrow \text{Path Path} | \text{Path}$$
$$\text{Action} \rightarrow \text{Action Action}$$
$$\text{Thing} \rightarrow \text{Thing Thing}$$

These rules show that SIRF is capable of describing unlimited recursion of embedded symbols. Furthermore, additional production rules can be learned from data based on minimum description length (MDL) criteria. With these production rules, higher level primitives (i.e. phrases) can be constructed from lower level primitives (i.e. words) through “merge” and “construct” operations. Syntactic level abstraction is critical in describing semantics in multi-agent scenarios, because multiple $\text{things}$ (e.g. human individuals) may form a new $\text{thing}$ (e.g. a group), and individual $\text{actions}$ (e.g. motions of body parts) may form a new $\text{action}$ (e.g. group fighting). Given a set of production rules associated with different concepts, string parsing tools,
such as Earley parser [24], can be used to parse unknown data sequences, and find the most likely production rule set to predict the concept of the sequence.

2.2.2. PCFG in Visual Sensing

Several recent studies on grammar models have shown promising potentials in visual event understanding and representation [13][14][15]. To apply grammar models for event recognition, usually low-level features are firstly extracted from videos and then classified into a set of terminal symbols, i.e. visual event primitives. Different event primitives will then form a discrete symbol string for syntactic analysis, including grammar induction and parsing. However, general linguistic models are essentially 1-dimensional sequential models. They are most suitable for sequential event recognition, regardless of the number of participants of the event. There are many scenarios with concurrent sub-events, such as a small group of people fighting each other, namely “group fighting”. The sub-event for each person in the group cannot be treated separately and sequentially. So the simple sequential approach has difficulties to represent such complex visual events.

To recognize parallel visual events, Joo et.al. [16] introduced attribute grammar for event recognition and anomaly detection. Recently, Zhang.et.al [17] extended probabilistic context free grammar to automatic learning of grammar rules and parallel parsing of sub-events simultaneously. Besides temporal semantics, spatial semantics have also been introduced to recognize two-person interactions [18]. These methods added attributes to each event primitive. For example, an ID set is stored in [17] and used for searching other concurrent event during parsing process. These approaches are suitable for a small number of parallel sub-events, and are very specific to certain scenarios, and can not be easily generalized.

We have introduced a cognitive linguistic (CL) based representation for visual events. Five different conceptual primitives, including place, path, action, thing and cause, are used to represent different visual events as shown in Figure 2.3. As this representation is derived from the fundamental constructor of human language, it can be intuitively applied to describe many kinds of complex visual events. Based on CL descriptions of visual events, we introduced a new method for small human group event parsing in video streams based on learned stochastic context free grammar models. Our method is able to describe spatial and temporal semantics for grammar induction. For the spatial semantics, both individual actions and small group behavior are taken into account for visual event representations. As to temporal semantics, the dynamic structures of multiple human objects in the scene are captured over time, which ensures a precise representation of all objects of interest.

As shown in Figure 2.3, a particular visual event is represented with five primitives. A “path” is composed of a sequence of places. A “place” is associated with the exact location and time duration a particular thing. “Things” can be human or objects, depending on different scenarios. “Action” is the corresponding action of the thing, which can be treated as visual primitive events in most aforementioned methods. A “cause” can be a special event or object causes other event or object to occur.
Unlike event-driven methods, the grammar learning is performed at two-level of thing-centric representations. In the first step, different things will be merged based upon their semantic distance. The merging process will be continued until it reaches the minimum semantic disorder \[19\], i.e. semantic social entropy. If multiple things have been merged as a group of things in the current place, a small group event recognition \[20\] will be performed and all human objects in the place will form a new thing, i.e. a “group”, and its corresponding action will become the group action. If there are multiple groups, each group will be processed by the same procedure. If there are still individual persons outside the groups, they will maintain their individual descriptions.

![Figure 2.3. A CL based semantic representation of a visual event](image)

After the merging of things, all the related concurrent events in the same place will be processed to form another high-level semantic representation, which avoids the parallel sub-event difficulty in the sequential grammar systems. The mixed descriptions of individual and group primitives will be used in the training of stochastic context free grammar rules. A minimum description length (MDL) based grammar induction method \[22\] has been used to the event sequence and different rules can be generated. The induced grammar rules will be used to parse different videos.

### 2.2.3. Proposed framework

Our proposed framework is focused on the small human group action recognition. Firstly, each human object's semantic information will be used for small human group detection. Once a small human group is discovered, their action will be recognized from group action classification. Otherwise each individual's action will be classified based on single human action recognition method.

Once these human action recognition results are obtained, a probabilistic context free grammar model will be initialized to automatically induce the potential rules behind group or individual action atoms. The induction will take into account both spatial and temporal correlation of each action and generate a number of rules to represent different combination of actions. These induced event rules then will be used to parse different testing videos.
Among the conceptual primitives in cognitive linguistics, "path" provides an abstract description of activities, such as group meeting, group fighting, etc, over a certain space and time. "Place" indicates the beginning and ending frame of the event, as well as the location of each agent in the group. "Things" refers to group members, while "action" is his/her activities in the "place".

Given an input video with human object detection and tracking results, we divide it into small clips with one second each. Each clip is a "place", and the all the human objects in the scene are "things". Their movements are "actions". Therefore we can construct a cognitive linguistic description of a video sequence in a 5-tuple representation. For example, \{Walk Together, \<x,y,w,h,t>, <person1, walking, person2, walking>\} shows there are two people walking together.

### 2.2.4. Merge of Things

Inspired by several social metrics defined in social network analysis (SNA) [19], we define semantic social entropy for merging of things in the cognitive linguistic representation. Given a group \(G\) of \(N\) things, the semantic social entropy \(H(G)\) is defined as:

\[
H(G) = -\sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} s_{ij} \ln(s_{ij}) + (1-s_{ij})\ln(1-s_{ij})
\]  

(2.1)

where \(s_{ij}\) is the similarity measurement of two different things. In our case, each thing has a semantic description, which includes speed, direction, action, and location. \(s_{ij}\) is a measure of the semantic distance between two things. The procedure of "merging of things" is to maximize this social entropy when all the things are grouped into the correct cluster. The algorithm is described as the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Entropy Based Things Merge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Input: (P), (\text{iterMax})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (H_0 \leftarrow H_0^p, i \leftarrow 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. while (i \leq \text{iterMax}) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. (i \leftarrow i + 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A,B \leftarrow \text{random clusters from P}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. (x \leftarrow \text{random thing from A, } x \in A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. (B \leftarrow x.\text{(move x to B)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. if (H_i &gt; H_{i-1}) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. (A \leftarrow x.\text{(move x back to A)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. (H_i \leftarrow H_i^p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. end while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Output: (P_H), new groups with a reduced entropy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The merging algorithm 1 requires an initial group partition. Here we used the minimum span tree to obtain the first group set based on their topological distribution. To evaluate our algorithm, we compare this algorithm with a recent group detection method proposed in [21] in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Our Method</th>
<th>Method in [21]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SU1</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU2</td>
<td>71.5%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


After successful merging of things, a desirable representation of the visual event takes the form as shown in Figure 2.4.

![Figure 2.4. An example of syntactic parsing of a visual event](image)

2.2.5. Hierarchical Grammar Rule Induction

Grammar rule induction has been studied for many decades. Minimum description length (MDL) [22] has been widely accepted as an effective criterion for grammar induction. As shown in natural language processing literature [23], grammar induction process iteratively performs the "merge" and "construct" operations on the training text, until it reaches the minimum description length. We use the following description length definition,

\[
DL(t^k) = DL(t^c | G) + DL(G)
\]  

(2.2)

where \( t^k \) is the text sequence, \( G \) is the grammar, and \( DL \) is the description length. The "merge" and "construct" operations on the training of visual events can be described as the following.
• **Merge**: For each action pair \((A,B)\), the merge operation will create a new candidate \(P \rightarrow A|B\).

• **Construct**: For each action pair \(A,B\), the construct operation will produce a set of candidates, \(P \rightarrow AB\).

We adopted the basic procedure for visual events grammar induction. However, due to the complexity of visual events, we extended it to a semantic merge operation in our system. The basic merge operation is based on information theory, which compressed the event symbol sequence based upon entropy from signal process perspective. This principle is effective for grammar induction from text. However, as visual event primitives have much rich information besides of symbol itself. Some work has been done in this direction [17][18] from the spatial and temporal similarity of different events. Here we propose a semantic merge operation, which merge the things based on semantic representation. Take the group action “queuing” for an example, as shown in Figure 2.5., if there are eight people in a queue, the basic description are eight concurrent queuing action primitive, or eight *stand-move* events in a bottom-up description framework. As these are repetitive events, the basic merge operation will simply merge it to just one *stand-move* event, which will lead to a misrepresentation.

In our framework, we will apply a semantic merge operation of things as shown in the previous section. The basic idea is trying to find the most descriptive information which close to natural human language. In the “queuing” example, after semantic merge the system will output “a group of people is queuing” to describe such scene, which is more acceptable for human understanding. To do this, we firstly perform things merge at each place, if there is a human group, the group action will be classified based on our previously proposed human group action recognition method.

![Figure 2.5. Action example: group queuing](image)
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The procedure of grammar induction is shown in the Algorithm 2. As to the video event primitives, in this work, we define three different action primitive for individuals: “walk”, “run”, and “stand”. We also use ten action primitives for group actions from BEHAVE data set, including InGroup, Approach, WalkTogether, Split, Ignore, Following, Chase, Fight, RunTogether, and Meet, as shown from Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Group Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>symbolic definition</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>semantic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>0.2735</td>
<td>In Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>0.1880</td>
<td>Walk Together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>0.1709</td>
<td>Split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s5</td>
<td>0.1624</td>
<td>Following</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s6</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>Chase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s7</td>
<td>0.0427</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s8</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
<td>Fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9</td>
<td>0.0769</td>
<td>Run Together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s10</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>Meet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 shows some examples of induced grammar rules, with highest probabilities, using the Algorithm 2, from the BEHAVE data set.

Table 2.3. Examples of learned rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>production rule</th>
<th>probability</th>
<th>semantic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{14} \rightarrow s_2 s_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>group walk together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{15} \rightarrow P_{11} s_4$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>group crossing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{16} \rightarrow s_9 P_{15}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>group fight and split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{18} \rightarrow P_{13} s_5$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>group following</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{26} \rightarrow P_{11} s_{10}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>group meeting, talking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of the learned visual phrase “group fighting” is shown in Figure 2.6.
2.2.6. Video Event Parsing

After extracting low-level features and performing classification, each individual’s action primitives will form a string for parsing. We utilize the Earley parser for parsing [24]. Each event is recognized based on the Maximum Likelihood criterion. The video event parsing can be iteratively processed through three steps: prediction, scanning and completing.

1. Prediction: A list of possible states will be generated based upon previous input.
2. Scanning: During scanning, the similarity between derived symbol and input string will be evaluated.
3. Completing: Based upon states selected from scanning step, the completing step will update all the positions for the pending derivations.

2.2.7. Experimental Results

In our experiments, we intentionally used two different datasets, one for training and the other for testing. The training, or ruler learning, was conducted on the BEHAVE dataset [25], as shown in the previous section. The testing, or parsing, was conducted on the Collective Activity dataset. This dataset contains 5 different collective activities, i.e. “crossing”, “walking”, “waiting”, “talking”, and “queuing”, in 44 short video sequences. Unlike BEHAVE data set, all the videos in this data set are recorded from real-world scenarios instead of controlled environment.
The recognition result is shown in Table 2.4. Compared to the benchmark results [26], our proposed method clearly demonstrated its advantage over the feature based methods. More importantly, the results show that the abstract grammar rules are applicable to different visual scenarios, which makes our method a viable solution to visual semantic information representation framework (SIRF).

![Table 2.4. Recognition result on the Collective Activity data set](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group actions</th>
<th>detection rate</th>
<th>detection rate</th>
<th>26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crossing</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queuing</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Semantic Reasoning in SIRF, a Bayesian Network Approach

2.3.1. Bayesian Network in SIRF

While the words and simple phrases are parsed according to certain grammar models at the syntactic level, the resulting conceptual units (i.e. higher level conceptual primitives) can be organized together to form semantic concepts at the semantic level. Given the 5-dimensional conceptual primitives in our SIRF, a probabilistic semantic concept model can be naturally constructed through Bayesian networks [11].

A Bayesian network is defined by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over nodes representing random variables and arcs signifying conditional dependencies between pairs of nodes. Let a set \( X = \{X_1, \ldots, X_n\} \) of discrete variables where each variable \( X_n \) may take on values from a finite domain. A Bayesian network is a pair \((S, P)\) where \( S \) is a network structure that encodes a set conditional independence assertions about variables in \( X \), and \( P \) is a set of local probability distributions associated with each variable. That is, \( P = \{P_i\} \) where \( P_i = P(X_i | Pa_i) \), \( Pa_i \) denotes the parents of node \( X_i \) in \( S \). The joint probability distribution for \( X \) can be expressed as

\[
p(x) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(x_i | pa_i)
\]  

(2.3)

![Figure 2.7. A BN SIRF concept model example](image)

An example of a BN SCM is shown in Figure 2.7. We assume a concept \( C \) is a latent state. When the state \( C \) and cause \( Ca \) are true, a place \( (Pl) \) and a set of things \( (T_1, \ldots, T_n) \) will be present. Each thing \( (T_i) \) will possess certain path \( (P_i) \) and actions \( (A_i) \). The existence of the place, things and
their paths and actions will determine sensor observation \((S_1 \ldots S_m)\), which represents the collective information from all accessible sensors and features.

### 2.3.2. Construction of BN for SIRF Concept Models

To construct a Bayesian network is generally not trivial. The structure of a BN usually encodes certain prior knowledge of experts. However, with cognitive linguistic conceptual primitives, it becomes intuitive for common user to encode causal semantics into BNs.

The initial step of this construction process is to collect all the relevant variables. In SIRF, these variables are conceptual primitives from the syntactic parsing. The conditional dependence between these variables will then be assessed from prior experience or from data. With this conditional dependence information, a directed acyclic graph \(S\) can be constructed.

For example, assume we are to describe a concept "hostile intent around a security check point during a specific day". This concept will be decomposed into the following SCM variables.

- \(C\) represents the concept;
- \(Ca\) represents possible external event or date;
- \(Pl\) represents the area around the check point;
- \(T\) represents types of human objects detected at the scene;
- \(P\) represents types of motion trajectories of these human objects;
- \(A\) represents types of the actions of these human objects;
- \(S_1 \ldots m\) are the observation set consist of all calculated features.

Their conditional dependencies can be specified as the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
P(C | \Pi_C) &= P(C | Ca, Pl) \\
P(Ca | \Pi_{Ca}) &= P(Ca) \\
P(Pl | \Pi_{Pl}) &= P(Pl) \\
P(T | \Pi_T) &= P(T | Pl, C) \\
P(P | \Pi_P) &= P(P | T, C) \\
P(A | \Pi_A) &= P(A | T, C) \\
P(S_T | \Pi_{S_T}) &= P(S_T | T) \\
P(S_{Pl} | \Pi_{S_{Pl}}) &= P(S_{Pl} | Pl) \\
P(S_P | \Pi_{S_P}) &= P(S_P | P) \\
P(S_A | \Pi_{S_A}) &= P(S_A | A)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\Pi_{X_i}\) is the subset of variables that \(X_i\) is conditionally dependent on.
The resulting BN SCM is shown in Figure 2.8. As we can observe, this cognitive linguistics based BN construction process is intuitive and less ambiguous than general BN constructions.

### 2.3.3. Learning Local Probability Distributions

After the structure of the Bayesian network is determined, the next task is to learn all the local probability distributions \( p(x_i | p_a) \) from data. This can be achieved through various primitive modeling tools and methods, some of which will be introduced in the next section.
Figure 2.9. Examples of normal and abnormal action distributions

To demonstrate the feasibility of this BN-SCM method, Figure 2.9. and 2.10. show some examples of malicious action distribution \( p(A_M|A_i) \) and normal path trajectory distribution \( p(P_N|P_i) \). In Figure 2.9., group action types "In Group" and "Group Fighting", shown in Figure 2.9(a), are modeled using SN-GPDM, shown in Fig 2.9(b). In Figure 2.10., the trajectories of normal walking patterns, shown in Fig 2.10(a), are modeled using PF-GPDM, shown in Fig 2.10(a), so that the object with abnormal motion pattern, i.e. "walking in circle" pattern of the object marked by the blue box, can be identified as an outlier. The details of these modeling techniques will be discussed further in the following sections.

Figure 2.10. Examples of normal walking path distribution
2.3.4. A BN SMC Use Case

In this subsection, we present a use-case example of BN SCM for "small human group behaviors" to demonstrate Bayesian reasoning with SCMs. A “small human group behavior” SCM is constructed as shown in Figure 2.11.

![Figure 2.11. A BN SCM for "small human group behaviors"](image)

In this graph, clear nodes are latent states which represent CL primitives; shaded nodes are observable nodes according to sensor modalities or features. Here we assume nodes are discrete variables, for illustration. In this construct, each observation node only assesses one primitive node, which simplifies the inference. The joint probability of the latent states can be expressed as

\[
P(c, pl1, pl2, ca, t1, a1, p1) = P(pl1) P(pl2) P(ca) P(c|pl1, pl2, ca) P(t1|c), P(a1|c) P(p1|c)
\]  

(2.4)

Assume that from observations or training dataset, the following priors and conditional probabilities are learned:

**Place _1: (location)**
- pl1_1=location_1 (e.g. street)
- pl1_2=location_2 (e.g. field)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P(pl1_1)</th>
<th>P(pl1_2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Place _2: (time)**
- pl2_1=time_1 (e.g. morning)
- pl2_2=time_2 (e.g. afternoon)
- pl2_3=time_3 (e.g. evening)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P(pl2_1)</th>
<th>P(pl2_2)</th>
<th>P(pl2_3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cause:**
ca_1 = event_1 (e.g. special event)
ca_2 = event_2 (e.g. no event)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P(ca_1)</th>
<th>P(ca_2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thing:**
t_1 = group_1 (e.g. small group)
t_2 = group_2 (e.g. large group)

| P(t_1|c) | P(t_2|c) |
|-------|---------|
| 0.4   | 0.6     |
| 0.6   | 0.4     |
| 0.5   | 0.5     |

**Action:**
a_1 = action atom_1
a_2 = action atom_2
a_3 = action atom_3

| P(a_1|c) | P(a_2|c) | P(a_3|c) |
|---------|---------|---------|
| 0.8     | 0.1     | 0.1     |
| 0.1     | 0.8     | 0.1     |
| 0.3     | 0.3     | 0.4     |

**Path:**
p_1 = path atom_1
p_2 = path atom_2
p_3 = path atom_3

| P(p_1|c) | P(p_2|c) | P(p_3|c) |
|---------|---------|---------|
| 0.1     | 0.8     | 0.1     |
| 0.8     | 0.1     | 0.1     |
| 0.3     | 0.3     | 0.4     |
### Concept:
- $c_1 = \text{group sport}$
- $c_2 = \text{group fighting}$
- $c_3 = \text{other}$

|        | $P(c_1|pl1,pl2,ca)$ | $P(c_2|pl1,pl2,ca)$ | $P(c_3|pl1,pl2,ca)$ |
|--------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| $pl1_1,pl2_1,ca_1$ | 0.1                 | 0.3                 | 0.6                 |
| $pl1_1,pl2_1,ca_2$ | 0.1                 | 0.1                 | 0.8                 |
| $pl1_1,pl2_2,ca_1$ | 0.2                 | 0.4                 | 0.4                 |
| $pl1_1,pl2_2,ca_2$ | 0.2                 | 0.3                 | 0.5                 |
| $pl1_1,pl2_3,ca_1$ | 0                   | 0.5                 | 0.5                 |
| $pl1_1,pl2_3,ca_2$ | 0                   | 0.1                 | 0.9                 |
| $pl1_2,pl2_1,ca_1$ | 0.8                 | 0.1                 | 0.1                 |
| $pl1_2,pl2_1,ca_2$ | 0.4                 | 0.1                 | 0.5                 |
| $pl1_2,pl2_2,ca_1$ | 0.8                 | 0.2                 | 0                   |
| $pl1_2,pl2_2,ca_2$ | 0.6                 | 0.2                 | 0.2                 |
| $pl1_2,pl2_3,ca_1$ | 0.8                 | 0.1                 | 0.1                 |
| $pl1_2,pl2_3,ca_2$ | 0.2                 | 0.2                 | 0.6                 |

Once such knowledge is obtained, reasoning through SRIF can be made. For example, if full knowledge is available, the following probabilities can be calculated:

**IF:** $p1_1$ (street), $p2_2$ (afternoon), $ca_2$ (no event), $c_2$ (group fighting), $t_2$ (small group), $a_1$ (action atom1), $p_1$ (path atom1)

**THEN:** Joint probability $P=0.00144$

**IF:** $p1_1$ (street), $p2_2$ (afternoon), $ca_2$ (no event), $c_2$ (group fighting), $t_2$ (small group), $a_2$ (action atom2), $p_1$ (path atom1)

**THEN:** Joint probability $P=0.01152$

**IF:** $p1_1$ (street), $p2_2$ (afternoon), $ca_2$ (no event), $c_2$ (group fighting), $t_2$ (small group), $a_3$ (action atom3), $p_1$ (path atom1)

**THEN:** Joint probability $P=0.00144$

Very frequently some of the probabilities are not available. SIRF can well handle such circumstances through marginalization. For example, if there is no input for cause, path and thing, the following probabilities can be calculated:

**IF:** $p1_1$ (street), $p2_2$ (afternoon), $a_1$ (action atom2)

**THEN:** conditional probability for $c_1$ (group sport) is $P(c_1|p1_1,p2_1,a_2)=0.0644$

**IF:** $p1_1$ (street), $p2_2$ (afternoon), $a_2$ (action atom2)

**THEN:** conditional probability for $c_2$ (group fighting) is $P(c_2|p1_1,p2_1,a_2)=0.7750$
IF: p1_1 (street), p2_2 (afternoon), a_3 (action atom2)
THEN: conditional probability for c_3 (other) is P(c_3|p1_1,p2_1,a_2)=0.1606

In this case the prediction would be "group fighting".

SIRF is designed for rich semantics with probabilistic inference capability. Compared with the common alternative of semantic representation, e.g. ontology, SIRF has clear advantages in sensing and surveillance applications. However it shares typical challenges for Bayesian Networks. We are further extension of this framework to incorporate linguistic modeling and unsupervised learning capabilities.
3. Primitive Modeling in SIRF


3.1.1. Introduction

Human action recognition has attracted much attention in the fields of computer vision and machine learning in recent years [27]. Many previous works have focused on augmenting the feature descriptions, such as proposing stronger feature sets and combining different features [28], or improving action recognition models, such as clustering and classification for scene analysis or abnormal events detection [29]. The analysis of human actions in a video sequence is challenging, because the recognition system is required to extract implicit properties including spatio-temporal coherence, behavior dynamics, and shape deformation. The action feature extraction from a video sequence is different from static image analysis, since spatio-temporal variation might result in meaningful behavior patterns. For example, the changes in human motion orientation or gesture during a specified time interval may indicate what actions might have occurred. In real world applications, irregular behaviors or environments should also be taken into account, which requires the dynamic model to adapt to unexpected factors.

In this work we introduced a dynamic structure preserving map (DSPM) for action clustering and recognition, with emphasis on unsupervised clustering. DSPM is an extension to self organizing map (SOM) in capturing spatial-temporal dependency in video sequences. DSPM has several unique properties.

1) DSPM is able to learn low-level features and produce a generative model to represent the dynamic topological structure. Instead of extracting carefully selected features, our method can automatically learn intrinsic characteristics from raw optical flow field for action recognition. Extending to the conventional SOM models, DSPM accumulates dynamic behavior of best-matching units (BMUs) to adjust their synaptic neuron weights, which can effectively capture the temporal information.

2) DSPM can aggregate the spatial-temporal clustering while simultaneously preserve underlying topological structure. Characterized by the parameters of latent neural distribution and neighborhood kernel function, the highly relevant spatial-temporal correlations for each action feature set are adaptively preserved in a 2-D lattice of neurons.

3) DSPM provides an effective way to reduce the dimensionality of input raw feature set, such as dense optical flow, to represent human motions in videos. Through the non-linear mapping procedure, DSPM can reduce the computational cost and data redundancy in action recognition.
The DSPM method contains a series of operations. Fields of optical flow are first calculated from consecutive video frames. Each field vector is mapped to one neuron in the DSPM according to competitive and adaptive learning rules (Algorithm 1). An adaptive neuron merging scheme is applied for cluster optimization (Algorithm 2). Based on the clusters on the spatial-temporal feature map defined in DSPM, the parameters of the latent space Markov model are estimated. The ensemble learning based on EM further enhances the dynamic model to yield better performance. The classifier with highest likelihood will be selected to predict class label. Normally there are significant amount of redundancy in action video sequences, especially at the beginning and the end of the sequence. A frame down sampling and simple motion based frame selection is applied in the pre-processing stage. The basic learning procedure of DSPM is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

![Figure 3.1. DSPM learning process. (a) Optical flow is extracted from each action video sequences. Given two consecutive frames, optical flow is computed at each pixel, and sampled with a 10×10 grid. For instance, the frame size of KTH data set is 160×120, after optical flow computing, the size of optical flow field for each frame is 16×12×2. The third dimension 2 indicates the magnitude and direction of optical flow. (b) Example DSPMs describing spatio-temporal patterns. The colors of grid represent the distances of various motions on DSPM. (c) The EM based ensemble learning is adopted to predict the action class.](image)

### 3.1.2. Related Works

As a typical classification problem, feature extraction plays an essential role in the action recognition. Due to the intrinsic sequential property, many spatio-temporal features, such as STV [31], STIP [32][33], HOSVD [34] have been developed. Besides the spatio-temporal property, feature sets with multiple hierarchies are also introduced for action recognition. Sun et al. [35] modeled spatio-temporal context information in a hierarchical structure. Three levels of context were established in ascending order of abstraction: point-level context, intra-trajectory context,
and inter-trajectory context. Gilbert et al. [36] introduced a novel approach to use very dense corner features, which were spatially and temporally grouped in a hierarchical process to produce an overcomplete compound feature set. In addition, the spatio-temporal feature set is also combined with other features, such as shapes [37], to make the action more descriptive.

Besides augmenting the features, different machine learning algorithms also have been introduced to improve the human action recognition performance. Zhu et al. [38] adopted multi-class support vector machine (SVM) with linear kernels. Schuldt et al. [39] used local space-time features for recognizing complex motion patterns. They constructed video representations in terms of local space-time features and integrated these representations with SVM classification schemes for action recognition. To improve the robustness, a Multiple Kernel Learning with Augmented Features (AFMKL) was proposed to learn an adapted classifier based on multiple kernels and pre-learned classifiers of other action classes in [40]. Fathi et al. [41] classified the input video sequence into one of the discrete action classes. The low-level motion features were used as the weak classifiers. The mid-level shape features were constructed from low-level gradient features using AdaBoost. To aggregate the information from different parts of the video sequence, AdaBoost was used for a second time to train the final classifier from the mid-level motion features.

Rather than computing the hand-engineered features or introducing complex classification models, we adopted the feature learning concept in [28] and [42], together with SOM model, to build DSPM to persevere the underlying highly relevant structure both in spatial and temporal dimension.

3.1.3. Dynamic Structure Preserving Map for Action Recognition

It is a complex process to analyze the correlation and variation across space and time. There are limitations on the estimation of traditional state-space models, since the high dimensional parameters may lead to complex dependency structures. Based on the clusters on the spatio-temporal feature map defined in DSPM, the parameters of the latent space model are estimated. The ensemble learning based on EM further enhances the dynamic model to yield better performance. The classifier with highest likelihood will be selected to predict class label. The training procedure of DSPM can be illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Self-organizing Map

SOM [30] is considered as a powerful neural network model in unsupervised learning, which can extract certain implicit knowledge without human intervention or empirical evidence. Given the input data sequence \(X = \{x_1, ..., x_n\}\) and synaptic neuron weight \(m_j, j \in \{1, ..., N_s\}\), \(N_s\) is the total number of the neurons on the map. The procedure of searching the best-matching unit (BMU) can be expressed as Eq. (3.1).

\[
b_i = \arg \min_j \| x_i - m_j \| \tag{3.1}
\]
Gaussian neighborhood kernel function defined in Eq. (3.2) is used to constrain the neighborhood scope of the BMU.

\[ h_{j,b}(t) = \exp\left(-\frac{d_{j,b}^2}{2\sigma(t)^2}\right) \]  

(3.2)

where \( d_{j,b} = ||r_j - r_b|| \), \( \sigma(t) = \sigma_0 \left( \frac{\sigma_1}{\sigma_0} \right)^{\frac{t}{N_c}} \), \( r_j \) is a 2-D position vector of neuron \( j \); \( t \) represents the training time; \( N_c \) denotes the convergence iterations; \( \sigma_0 \) and \( \sigma_1 \) are initial and terminal neighborhood radius, respectively.

An adaptive learning rule updates the synaptic neuron weight \( m_{j,t+1} \) according to Eq. (3.3).

\[ m_{j,t+1} = m_{j,t} + \alpha(t) h_{j,b}(t)(x_i - m_{j,t}) \]  

(3.3)

where \( \alpha(t) = \alpha_0 \left( \frac{\alpha_1}{\alpha_0} \right)^{\frac{t}{N_c}} \), \( \alpha_0 \) and \( \alpha_1 \) represent the initial and terminal learning rate, respectively.

Based on the learning procedure, an elastic map is formed for the input data, as shown in Figure 3.2. The clustering procedure indicates that synaptic neurons are more likely to move towards the dense area.

Figure 3.2. Illustration of adaptive learning in SOM.

Dynamic Structure Preserving Map

In SOM, the neighborhood function can be only used to preserve the spatial topology. Several extensions to SOM, including Temporal Kohonen map (TKM) and recurrent self-organizing map
(RSOM) [43], have been proposed to adaptively model a data distribution over time on non-stationary input sequences. Although TKM preserves a trace of the past activation in terms of weighted sum, the weights are only updated towards the last frame sample of the input sequence based on the convention SOM update rule. RSOM provides a consistent update rule for the network parameters. The main objective of TKM and RSOM is to follow the trend of the temporal sequence while smoothing out temporary volatilities. These methods emphasize more on the latest samples, and eventually remove the influence from old samples. On the contrary, DSPM intends to capture the whole dynamic patterns within the data sequence. We improve the learning rule of DSPM based on Eq. (3.3). The input sequential samples, after some simple cleaning operation, have the same importance and contribute evenly to the model from the beginning to the end. The resulting DSPM with the complete spatio-temporal information is then used in classification. In particular, the neuron transition probabilities in DSPM can describe the temporal dynamics from the training video sequences. DSPM models sequential dynamics by introducing Markov process to capture neuron transition probabilities between every two time samples. It is similar to Markov random walk [44] on graph, where at each step the walk jumps from one place to another based on specified probability distribution. The parameters of Markov process are used in neuron update and model classification.

At each frame of a feature sequence, this algorithm uses the conventional SOM competitive learning to find a best match unit/neuron (BMU) \( b_{i,t} \) according to minimum \( l_2 \) distance. Then a unique weighting function is calculated to update the neuron vector in the SOM adaptive learning stage. The weighting function is defined as

\[
p_{i,j} = \frac{K(i, j)}{\sum_{m \in N_i} K(i, m)}
\]

which measures the distance between the previous neuron location and the current neuron location of the feature sequence. The kernel function \( K \) is: \( K(i, j) = \exp(-d(i, j)/\alpha) \), where \( d(i, j) \) is Manhattan distance between BMU \( i \) at the time \( t \) to BMU \( j \) at the time \( t+1 \) on the lattice map, \( \alpha \) is a constant.

Figure 3.3. illustrates the adaptive learning rule of DSPM. \( m^*_{j,t+1} \) and \( m_{j,t} \) are used to update the synaptic weights. We can see that \( m^*_{j,t+1} \) can be calculated by \( m_{j,t} \) and \( m_{j,t+1} \). \( m_{j,t} \) means the neuron weight at the previous time. The transition probabilities constrain the variations of neuron weights, which keeps temporal dependencies between \( m_{j,t} \) and \( m_{j,t+1} \). This formulation means the elastic characteristics of DSPM have effects on both spatial domain as well as temporal domain. The temporal properties depend on neighborhood topology and dynamic information. The synaptic neuron vector will then be updated according to

\[
m_j(t+1) = m_j(t) + \alpha(t)h_j(b_{j,t})\left(t)(x_j(t) - p_{b_j(t),b_{j,(t+1)}}m^*_j(t+1) - (1 - p_{b_j(t),b_{j,(t+1)}})m_j(t)\right)
\]

where

\[
m^*_j(t+1) = (1 - p_{b_j(t),b_{j,(t+1)}})m_j(t) + p_{b_j(t),b_{j,(t+1)}}m_j(t+1)
\]

\[\text{(3.5)}\]
This learning scheme distinguishes DSPM from all other SOM extensions, including TKM and RSOM, which are popular modifications with temporal elements.

![Figure 3.3. Adaptive learning rule of DSPM](image)

The baseline DSPM learning algorithm can be described as follows.

**Algorithm 1 Spatio-temporal DSPM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Video feature sequences: ( X = {X_1, ..., X_S} ), where ( X_t ) is a sequence vector ( {x_{i,1}, ..., x_{i,T}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Initial neuron weights: ( m_j(t_0) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X \leftarrow \frac{X - \min(X)}{\max(X) - \min(X)}, X \in [0, 1] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for \( i = 1 \) to \( S \) do
  for \( t = 1 \) to \( T \) do
    Search BMU \( b_{i,t} \)
    Calculate \( p_{b_{i,t}, b_{i,t+1}} \)
    Update \( m_{j,t+1} \)
    \( d_{i,t} \leftarrow b_{i,t} \)
  end for
end for

Output: Discrete sequences \( D_t^* = \{d_{i,1}, ..., d_{i,T}\} \)

We take the frame samples of "bend" action from 9 persons in the Weizmann dataset in Figure 3.4. DSPM can extract the key feature information by spatio-temporal knowledge and statistically measure the dependency by Markov transition probability. The green color grid is the output of DSPM, which can aggregate the key features into the clustering. The \( x \) coordinate represents temporal feature in frame number and the \( y \) coordinate means the cost on distance between the input video frame and its best matching neuron in DSPM. The red marked circles represent the corresponding cluster in the DSPM. We can see that key features with sparse distribution have a high cost on distance.

The interesting region of key features is near the arms or legs. When two arms or legs extend, the distance increases.
For “bend” action, the distance reaches the maximum value when the frame number is 23. For “walk” action, there are several peaks when the frame numbers are 6, 15, 25, 35, 45, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4 Spatio-temporal dependency analysis on key regions.

Figure 3.5. Distance between the input vector and its best matching neuron in “walk” and “bend” sequences.
Convergence Analysis

The form of Eq. (3.5) can be rewritten as Eq. (3.6). It is obvious that the denominator in Eq. (3.6) reflects the effects of spatio-temporal dependency in the learning procedure, which is crucial for extracting the motion behavior patterns in video sequences.

\[
m_j(t+1) = m_j(t) + \frac{x(t) - m_j(t)}{\alpha(t)h_{j,b(x(t))}(t)} + p_{b(x(t))b(x(t+1))}^2 \tag{3.6}
\]

Now we can verify the convergence of DSPM. As \( t \to +\infty \), the learning rate \( \alpha(t) \to 0 \), \( h_{j,b_j}(t) \to 0 \), then

\[
\frac{1}{\alpha(t)h_{j,b_j}(t)} \to +\infty \tag{3.7}
\]

Since \( 0 < p_{b(x(t))b(x(t+1))} < 1 \), we can obtain

\[
\frac{1}{\alpha(t)h_{j,b(x(t))}(t)} + p_{b(x(t))b(x(t+1))}^2 \to +\infty \tag{3.8}
\]

Therefore \( \Delta m_j = m_j(t+1) - m_j(t) \to 0 \).

This proves the convergence of DSPM training procedure. The convergence rate is a key factor of learning time. Since \( 0 < p_{b(x(t))b(x(t+1))} < 1 \), it will take more time in the initial training phase, and gradually reduce to 0. In the initial phase, the kernel function \( K \) in Eq. (3.4) specifies more neighbors in the initial scope, so more computation time is needed.

3.1.4. Adaptive Merging Strategy for Clustering Optimization

DSPM have a capacity to handle the high-dimensional problems through non-linear mapping. Different from other dimension reduction techniques, DSPM can preserve hidden useful spatio-temporal information in topological structure. The input sequential data are projected to the corresponding best-matching neurons. Finally, the outputs of DSPM will be discrete sequence data rather than high-dimensional data. The discrete sequence pattern will significantly reduce the computation cost and data redundancy in the training procedure in dynamic model. However, due to the characteristics of DSPM, the abnormal data or noises might push the minority of synaptic neurons move away to sparse data space. Data cleaning is an alternative tool to diminish this negative influence. But it will destroy the integrity and originality of the experimental data. Hence an adaptive merging strategy is presented to optimize the clustering by DSPM. The
neighborhood relation is an important criterion to evaluate the similarities between data. However, the neighborhood solution probably results in local optimum. The local optimum can produce useful information by the adaptive merging strategy to approximate the global optimum.

After careful analysis on large amount of DSPM results, we realized that the neuron mapping, which is essentially a clustering operation, can be further optimized to increase sparsity of the neuron sequences. We introduced an adaptive merging scheme for clustering optimization (AMSCO) to analyze these sparse clusters and then merge them into potential clusters associated with spatial-temporal dependencies. The advantage of AMSCO is to avoid the local optimum caused by DSPM. This adaptive clustering and cluster merging method creates a robust latent space to facilitate dynamic modeling over a temporal sequence. The spatial and temporal topology knowledge is used to analyze the adaptive merging strategy. The Manhattan distance is a key metric to evaluate spatiotemporal relationships. \( \min(CNT) \) is a non-zero constant, which means the clusters in the sparse feature space. The purpose of AMSCO is to analyze these sparse clusters and then merge them into potential clusters associated with spatiotemporal dependencies. The adaptive clustering method creates a robust latent space to establish dynamic modeling framework of dynamic model.

The AMSCO algorithm can be described as follows.

```
Algorithm 2 AMSCO

Input: Video feature sequences: \( D = \{d_{i,1}, \ldots, d_{i,T}\} \);
Cluster number before merging: \( N_c \); Counter vector: \( CNT \)
Calculate the expected number of counter vector \( E(CNT) \)
repeat
  \( cnt(j) = \min(CNT) \)
  if \( cnt(j) < E(CNT) \) then
    for \( k = 1 \) to \( N_c \) do
      if \( MhtDist(j, k) = \min(MhtDist) \) and \( j \neq k \) then
        Add \( k \) into \( index\_vector \)
      end if
    end for
    if \( \text{size}(index\_vector) > 1 \) and \( cnt(k) = \max(cnt(index\_vector)) \) then
      Merge cluster \( j \) into \( k \)
      \( cnt(k) \leftarrow cnt(k) + cnt(j) \), \( cnt(j) \leftarrow 0 \)
    end if
  end if
until \( \min(CNT) > E(CNT) \)
if \( d_{i,t} > j \) then
  \( d_{i,t}^* \leftarrow k \)
end if
Output:
Label sequences after merging: \( D^* = \{d^*_{i,1}, \ldots, d^*_{i,T}\} \)
```
To analyze the effectiveness of the AMSCO algorithm in unsupervised clustering, we calculate the Davies–Bouldin index (DBI) to evaluate its clustering performance.

$$
DB = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max_{j \neq i} \left( \frac{S_i + S_j}{\text{dist}(c_i, c_j)} \right) 
$$

(3.10)

where $N$ is the total number of clusters, $c_i$ means the centroid of cluster $i$, $\text{dist}(c_i, c_j)$ is the inter-distance between centroids $c_i$ and $c_j$, $S_i$ is the average intra-distance within cluster $i$. In general, lower DBI indicates better data clustering.
We compare our methods with two conventional clustering methods, i.e. k-means and fuzzy-c-means. As shown in Figure 3.6., both k-means and fuzzy-c-means perform similarly, and these two popular clustering methods achieve lower performance than DSPM. DSPM with AMSCO obtains even better clustering results than DSPM. The variation of DBI in DSPM-AMSCO also appears smaller.

This study shows that DSPM-AMSCO can achieve minimum and meaningful clustering result in an unsupervised fashion. It is significant to our SIRF because unsupervised learning tools can help to extract semantic primitives in unknown scenarios.

After DSPM clustering and AMSCO optimization, a sequence of action feature vectors can be mapped into a sequence of DSPM neurons. Several examples of the neuron sequences for the actions in KTH dataset and Weizmann dataset are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. These neuron sequences will be modeled the Markov random walk, and the parameters will be learned from training data through the EM algorithm for each action type.

Figure 3.6. Clustering performance on various datasets. (a) KTH, (b) Weizmann, (c) UCF.
Figure 3.7. Traces of neuron sequences from actions in KTH dataset.
3.1.5. Dynamic Model for Action Recognition

Learning spatio-temporal data is a complex procedure to analyze the correlation and variability across space and time. There is some limit on the estimation of traditional state-space models, since the high dimensional parameters lead to complicated dependency structures. The proposed dynamic model can optimize the parameters and train the ensemble-learning model for classification.

We assume the input data $X_t = \{X(x_i; t)\}, i = 1, \ldots, S$, where $S$ is the number of spatial data attributes at the time $t$. The covariance matrix of the zero-mean Gaussian noise is $\Delta_t$. $\Theta_t$ describes the state transition over the time $t$.

We collect the dynamic model parameters as $\Phi = \{\Theta_t, \Delta_t\}$. The primary goal of this model is to estimate the modeling parameters through expectation-maximization (EM). From Algorithm 1, we can obtain the discrete label sequences $D^*$. The likelihood of the input data sequences can be estimated as below:
According to Eq. (3.11) the log likelihood can be expressed as

$$\log P(D^* | \Phi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log P(D_i^* | \Phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

Considering the hidden variable $\eta$ in the latent space, the log likelihood can be recalculated in

$$\log P(D^* | \Phi) = \sum_{\eta} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log P(D_i^*, \eta | \Phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

Suppose $\xi$ is the probability distribution of the hidden variable $\eta$, the target function $F(\xi, \Phi)$ in EM can be described as

$$F(\xi, \Phi) = E_\xi[\log P(D_i^*, \eta | \Phi)] - E_\xi[\log(\xi(\eta))]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

The target function expression in Eq. (3.14) indicates the "free energy" in statistical physics via the expected energy and the entropy of the distribution $\xi$. The main steps in the iterative procedure of EM are focused on maximizing the target function $F(\xi, \Phi)$ respectively. At time $t$, the E step fixes $\Phi$ and selects $\xi$ to maximize $F(\xi, \Phi)$. Based on the selection of $\xi$ in the E step, the M step selects $\Phi$ to maximize $F(\xi, \Phi)$.

**E step:** $\xi^{(t+1)} \leftarrow \arg\max_{\xi} F(\xi, \Phi^{(t)})$

**M step:** $\Phi^{(t+1)} \leftarrow \arg\max_{\Phi} F(\xi^{(t+1)}, \Phi)$

We can predict the class label based on below:

$$y = \arg\max_{\eta} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} P(D_j^* | \Phi_j, \eta) P(s_j | \Phi_j) P(\Phi_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where $\Phi_j$ represents one of the alternative models, $S$ is the set of all class labels.

### 3.1.6. Experiments and Performance

KTH [39], Weizmann action [45] and UCF sport datasets [46] are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. To analyze the effects of periodic and non-periodic actions, we calculate optical flow in feature extraction [47]. Optical flow approximates local image
motion based on local derivatives in a video sequence, and it can essentially reflect the spatio-temporal variability between two consecutive frames.

The performance of the proposed approach can be analyzed through the confusion matrix. In KTH dataset, “walk” can be easily recognized with the rate of 98% in Figure 3.8, but it is confused by “run” with 2%. “jog” and “run” are both affected by “walk”. “handwave” and “handclap” affect the recognition results with each other. From Figure 3.9, we can see that our method achieves 100% accuracy for recognizing the actions including “jack”, “jump”, “pjump”, and “side”. There are some errors in other actions. For example, both “bend” and “wave2” are the actions with two-hand up in some specified scenarios. The spatial similarities over time make it difficult to achieve high accuracy. As shown in Figure 3.10, the sport action recognition is also a challenging task. We can recognize the action “dive” with high accuracy, but it becomes more difficult to recognize other actions, such as “run”. Although the spatio-temporal dynamic topological structure improves dynamic model to make accurate decision, the false recognition occurs when training frame snapshots or sequences shares the similar variations of spatio-temporal features.

Figure 3.8. Confusion matrix on KTH action dataset.

Figure 3.9. Confusion matrix on Weizmann action dataset.
Figure 1.10. Confusion matrix on UCF action dataset

Figure 3.11. Recognition performance on YouTube dataset.
Table 3.1 Average accuracy on KTH, Weizmann, UCF, and YouTube datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>KTH</th>
<th>Weizmann</th>
<th>UCF</th>
<th>YouTube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fathi et al. [16]</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollar et al. [23]</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niebles et al. [24]</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [25]</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank et al. [20]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhuang et al. [26]</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuld et al. [14]</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptev et al. [7]</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klaser et al. [27]</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campos et al. [28]</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [29]</td>
<td>89.0%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. [15]</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovashka et al. [17]</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [30]</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le et al. [3]</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our method</strong></td>
<td><strong>94.2%</strong></td>
<td><strong>98.7%</strong></td>
<td><strong>91.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>76.5%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To verify the recognition capability of the proposal method, Table 3.1 shows the recognition results of many comparable approaches based on KTH, Weizmann and UCF dataset, respectively. On KTH dataset, Wu et al. [40] and Kovashka et al. [42] achieved the best performance with 94.5%. Our method can achieve 94.2% on average. On Weizmann dataset, Blank [45] and Fathi [41] achieved 100%, Jhuang [48] achieved 98.8%, and our method achieved 98.7%. On the most challenging UCF dataset, Kovashka et al. [42] and Wu et al. [40] achieved 87.3% and 91.3%, respectively. Our method with 91.6% performs better than these methods. The performance of our method is comparable with these state of the art methods on action datasets. Particularly, for more complex dataset, such as UCF sport dataset, our method can effectively improve the recognition performance. But more importantly our method can adaptively learn from low level features, such as optical flow, rather than using strong features. This improves model robustness, and requires less human intervention.

To further analyze the robustness of our proposed method on challenging realistic actions, we compare our method with the work by Liu et al. based on UCF YouTube dataset with 11 action categories. This video dataset is very challenging, including mixture of steady and shaky cameras, diversity of background, different viewpoint, various illumination and low resolution. Figure 3.11. shows the recognition accuracies of three variations of method in [49] and our DSPM. From Figure 3.11, we can see that DSPM outperforms the average recognition accuracy in previous work, especially for some difficult scenarios such as “s_juggling”, “swinging” and “b_shooting”. The experiment results indicate that our method performs particularly well in recognizing cyclic actions such as “s_juggling”, “swinging”, “cycling”, “t_jumping” and “walking”. DSPM has the capability to handle this problem if simple redundancy detection is employed. The similar performance on “v_spiking” indicates the effectiveness of DSPM to recognize group action of multiple people. Through the comparison in Table 3.1., DSPM can perform as a competitive method compared with the existing methods.
3.2. Small Human Group Activity Modeling Based on Gaussian Process Dynamic Model and Social Network Analysis (SN-GPDM)

3.2.1. Introduction

Human action recognition has been studied for decades in the computer vision field, as it can be applied to many surveillance systems. Most current human action recognition research works focus on single human action identification. Many researchers [50][51][52] have tested their algorithms on two popular data sets: Weizmann human action dataset [45] and KTH human action dataset [39], and the experiment results showed that most algorithms could achieve a very high recognition rate. As the importance for public safety increases, much more attention are needed for recognizing interactions between people. Thus group activity recognition has become an essential issue in action recognition. However, most current group activities recognition works are concentrated on dense human crowd analysis. Mehran et.al [53] proposed a social force model for abnormal crowd behavior detection. Wang et.al [54] also proposed an unsupervised activity perception in crowded and complicated scenes using hierarchical Bayesian models. All aforementioned methods computed different motion features over the entire frame for activity recognition.

Besides single human action recognition and human crowd analysis, small human group (around ten people) action recognition, has more practical applications in developing realistic surveillance systems. As shown in Figure 3.12 most public safety scenarios consist of small group activities. However, relatively few research has been done on this topic, due to the difficulties of describing varying number of participants and the mutual occlusion between people. Recently, Ni et.al [55] introduced three types of localized causalities for human group activities with different number of people, and their experiment results showed that intro-person feature could be used to classify group actions. They provided feature vectors of different sizes to describe different group activities, which needed to train specific classifiers using different input samples with different lengths. Chang et.al [56] proposed a bottom-up method to form a group and calculated the similarity of different groups. Ge et.al [57] also developed a hierarchical clustering algorithm for small group detection in a crowded scene. Guimera et.al [58] proposed a collaboration network structure to determine the team performance, and the experiment result indicated that team assembly mechanism could be used for predicting and describing the group dynamics.
In contrast with single person action recognition, small groups contain much richer inter-person interactions among group members. Compared to crowd analysis, in which each person can be regarded as a point in a flow, small groups contain much detail information about each individual in the group. Major challenges of small group activity analysis include mutual occlusions between different people, the varying group size, and the interaction within or between groups. Therefore small group activity recognition demands a structural feature to bridge the local description of single human and global description for crowd analysis, as well as addressing both the spatial dynamics (varying group size) and temporal dynamics (varying clip length). Unlike single person or dense crowd analysis, small group action recognition require detection and tracking of each group member rather extracting feature from the entire scene, as there may be several small groups with different actions in an individual scene.

Extending recent works [59][60][61] on single human motion modeling by Gaussian Process Dynamic Models, we propose a novel structural feature set to represent group activities as well as a probabilistic framework for small group activity learning and recognition. Our framework consists of four stages, as shown in Figure 3.13.
First, we apply a robust mean-shift [62] based tracker to track each individual in a small group sequentially. Second, the output coordinates of each tracker will be clustered and allocated to different small groups. Based on social network feature description, we extracted the structural features from each video clip in the third stage from each video clip. Those feature vectors contain global structure of each group as well as local motion description of each group member, and they all have same size regardless the different number of people inside each group.

In the last stage, the feature vectors from each frame will form a feature matrix for each video clip. A Gaussian process dynamical model is trained to model different group behaviors respectively. A posterior conditional probability is compute with each trained model to identify different group behaviors. We validate our framework on two publicly available data sets: BEHAVE data set [25] and IDIAP data set [63].

Our main contributions are listed as follows: First of all, we proposed a social network analysis based structural feature set to represent the dynamic of small group people. The structural feature characterizes both the global distribution of a group as well as local motion of each individual. In addition, this feature set can keep a fixed length while handling vary group size and group location, which is very important for recognition. Secondly, we established a probabilistic framework for human behavior classification, which extended the GPDM [60] to address classification. Different specific GPDM is pre-trained for each group activity, then the conditional probability is computed for the new coming activity feature, and the one with the highest probability is selected as the group activity type. As there is no length constraint for input training and testing feature, this GPDM based recognition framework can address recognition of video clips with different length. Therefore, our proposed model can represent the dynamical characteristic of the similar activities with different time duration. The difference between our proposed model with GPDM in [59][60] is our model introduce the conditional property of GPDM for classification, while GPDM in [59][60] are mostly used for single human motion reconstruction.
3.2.2. Social Network Analysis Based Feature Set

Feature extraction plays an essential role in human action recognition. Most features used for human action recognition fall into two big categories: general low level feature and middle level feature. General low level feature includes human motion, optical flow, 3D SIFT [64] (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) or STIP [32] (Spatial Temporal Interest Points), which are directly computed on the entire image region. General low level features are good for single person action classification. As small group human behavior involving interactions between different members, it needs features capture local detail information as well as global structure description. Thus middle level feature [55], which characterizes the group structure information above general low level feature, has been developed for small group human action recognition.

Social network analysis [65] was originally designed to model the social structure of individuals and relationships among people in real world societies. It maps the social individuals or “actors” as nodes and relationships between them as links to form a graphic based network. Inspired by the social network analysis, we proposed a set of structure features to capture the dynamic properties of a small group behavior. To our best knowledge, this is the first time that social network analysis is used to model group behavior in the surveillance videos.

Similar to the original definitions of Betweenness, Closeness, and Centrality [66][67] in social network analysis, we define several group structure features for human group activity recognition.

**Group center:**

Suppose there are $n$ people in a group, the group center $m = \left(\frac{1}{n}\sum_{i=0}^{n} x_i, \frac{1}{n}\sum_{i=0}^{n} y_i\right)$ is defined as the mass center of the group.

**Motion histogram:**

Motion vector is defined as the position difference of each individual between two consecutive frames. For each person in a group, we can calculate the orientation and magnitude of the motion vector. Suppose there are $n$ people in a group, then we have $M_i = \{m_i\}, (i = 1, \ldots, n)$, then the magnitude of $m_i$ is accumulated into orientation histograms and normalized at each direction, as shown in the Figure 3.14. The length of each arrow is corresponding to the sum of the vector magnitude near that direction. As the orientation has been divided to 8 bins, the motion histogram is an 8-dimension vector for each group in each frame.
Closeness histogram:

Closeness describes how close an individual is near to all the other nodes, directly or indirectly in a network. In our experiment, closeness vector is defined as the directional vector between every two different people. Suppose there are \( n \) people in a group, then we have \( \mathbf{C}_i = \{c_i\}, (i = 1, \ldots, n) \). Similar to motion histogram, the magnitude of \( c_i \) is accumulated into 8-bin orientation histograms and normalized at each direction. The length of each arrow is corresponding to the sum of the vector magnitude near that direction. As the orientation has been divided to 8 bins, the motion histogram is an 8-dimension vector for each group in each frame.

Centrality histogram:

Centrality was originally used for describing the overall network structure based on each node's location in a network. In this paper centrality vector is defined as the directional vector which from the position of each person toward the group mass center. Suppose there are \( n \) people in a group, then we have \( \mathbf{Ce}_i = \{ce_i\}, (i = 1, \ldots, n) \). Similar as motion histogram, the magnitude of \( ce_i \) is accumulated into 8-bin orientation histograms and normalized at each direction. The length of each arrow is corresponding to the sum of the vector magnitude near that direction. As the orientation has been divided to 8 bins, the centrality histogram is a 8-dimension vector for each group in each frame.

Relative velocity histogram:

The relative velocity is defined as the velocity difference between each individual and the group center. Suppose there are \( n \) people in a group, group center's velocity is the group center difference between two consecutive frames. Each person's relative velocity \( \mathbf{v}_i = \{v_i\}, (i = 1, \ldots, n) \) is calculated as the person's velocity minus the group velocity. Relative velocity describe the group movement regardless the group size and group location in a scene, therefore relative group information can present the group movement. To better represent the relative motion distribution, the magnitude of \( v_i \) is accumulated into 8-bin orientation histograms and normalized at each direction. The length of each arrow is corresponding to
the sum of the vector magnitude near that direction. As the orientation has been divided to 8 bins, the centrality histogram is an 8-dimension vector for each group in each frame.

As described above, for each frame, a 26 dimensional vector is extracted, including group center, motion histogram, closeness histogram and centrality histogram. Suppose the length of a group activity (total frame number) is \( m \), then the size of the feature matrix is \( 26 \times m \).

### 3.2.3. Gaussian Process Dynamical Model and Conditional GPDM

According to previous section, suppose we have a group activity clip of \( m \) frames, and the size of the feature matrix is \( 26 \times m \). Figure 3.15 shows the centrality feature of two different group activities. The assumption of this paper is that in the normal situation, the motion distribution of a group is prone to have a Gaussian distribution. If we treat centrality feature in the Figure 3.15 as a Gaussian process, then the centrality histogram at each frame is a sampling of this process. Different group activities can be seen as a set of Gaussian processes with different means and covariance matrices. Therefore Gaussian process can be used to model the dynamics in the temporal dimension. However, the size of covariance matrix will increase as the number of samples increases. In addition, Gaussian process just captures the general properties of our proposed structural feature, more specific characteristic of human motion needs to be addressed.

Figure 3.15. The overlapped central histogram of group talking (left) and group fighting (right) from two video clips

In order to describe the dynamic property of the group behavior, here we adopt Gaussian Process Dynamical Model (GPDM) to represent different group activities.

Gaussian Process Dynamical Model was derived from Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) [68], which provided a probabilistic mapping from high-dimensional observation data to low-dimensional latent space and represented the joint distribution of observation data. Compared with other dimension reduction algorithms, such as LLE [69] and ISOMAP [70], GPLVM has the advantage to provide the posterior probability of the projected observation space. To address sequential data series in GPLVM, J. Wang et.al [60] introduced GPDM, which
augmented the GPLVM by adding first-order Markov dynamic in the latent space. Consider a basic discrete model with first order Markov dynamics in equations below:

\[
x_t = f(x_{t-1}, U) + \eta_{x,t} \\
z_t = h(x_t, V) + \zeta_{z,t}
\]

(3.16) (3.17)

where \( x_t \) is the latent variable and \( z_t \) is the observation variable at time \( t \). \( \eta_{x,t} \) and \( \zeta_{z,t} \) are zero-mean, isotropic, white Gaussian distributed noise for the latent and observation spaces respectively.

Eq. (3.16) is the dynamic model in the latent space. Similar to GPLVM, the dynamic model also marginalizes the transform function \( U \) to predict \( X_{\text{out}} \). With a first-order Markov dynamics, the joint probability density over the latent coordinates \( X_t \) is expressed as in Eq. (3.18).

\[
p(X | \alpha) = \frac{p(x_t)}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^{D/2} | K_X |^2}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} (K_X^{-1} X_{\text{out}} X_{\text{out}}^T)\right),
\]

(3.18)

where \( X_{\text{out}} = [x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T \) are considered as testing data, and \( \alpha \) is a vector of kernel parameters. We assume \( p(x_t) \) also has a Gaussian prior. \( K_X \) is the \((N-1) \times (N-1)\) kernel matrix constructed from \([x_1, \ldots, x_{N-1}]\), and a linear kernel in Eq. (3.19) is used.

\[
k_x(x, x') = \alpha_x x^T x' + \alpha_z^{-1} \delta_{x,x'}
\]

(3.19)

Eq. (3.16) represents a non-linear projection from the latent space \( X \) to the observation space \( Z \).

\[
p(Z_t | X_t, \beta, \Omega) = \frac{|\Omega|^N}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^{ND} | K_Z |^D}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} \text{tr}(K_Z^{-1} \Omega^2 Z^T Z)\right)
\]

(3.20)

where \( \Omega \) is a scale parameter, \( N \) is the length of observation sequences \( Z \), \( D \) is the data dimension of \( Z \), \( K_Z \) is the kernel function.

In our study, RBF kernel is given by the following Eq. (3.21) and employed for the mapping between the observation and the latent space,

\[
k_x(x, x') = \exp\left(-\frac{\gamma}{2} ||x - x'||^2\right) + \beta^{-1} \delta_{x,x'}
\]

(3.21)

where \( x \) and \( x' \) are any pair of variables in the latent space, \( \gamma \) controls the width of the kernel, \( \beta^{-1} \) is the variance of the noise.
According to all the equations above, we can derive the GPDM model \{ \Lambda \} as in the equation (7) based on the Gaussian priors, first order Markov dynamics and latent space mapping.

\[
\Lambda = p(X,Z,\bar{\alpha},\bar{\beta},\Omega) = p(Z_i \mid X,\bar{\alpha},\bar{\beta},\Omega)p(X \mid \bar{\alpha})p(\bar{\beta})p(\Omega) \tag{3.22}
\]

Given a trained GPDM, \( \Lambda = \{Z^T, X^T, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega\} \), where \( Z^T \) is the training observation data, \( X^T \) is the corresponding latent variable sets, \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \bar{\beta} \) are hyperparameters vectors, and \( \Omega \) is a scale parameter. The conditional probability of a new observation \( Z^* \) can be defined in Eq. (3.23).

\[
p(Z^*, X^* \mid \Lambda) = p(Z^* \mid X^*, \Lambda)p(X^* \mid \Lambda) \\
= \frac{p(Z, Z^* \mid X, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega)p(X, X^* \mid \bar{\alpha})}{p(Z \mid \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega)p(X \mid \bar{\alpha})} \\
\propto p(Z, Z^* \mid X, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega)p(X, X^* \mid \bar{\alpha}) \tag{3.23}
\]

Suppose the length of \( Z \) and \( Z^* \) is \( N \) and \( M \), then the kernel size of \{ \( Z, Z^* \) \} is \((N + M) \times (N + M)\). To reduce the computational cost, we define two kernel matrices: \( Q_{i,j} = k_Z(x, x^{(*)}) \), and \( R_{i,j} = k_Z(x^{(*)}, x^{(*)}) \), then we can derive \( p(Z^* \mid X^*, \Lambda) \) as:

\[
p(Z^*, X^* \mid \Lambda) \\
= \frac{|\Omega|^d}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^{MD} |K_{Z^*}|^d}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} tr(K_{Z^*}^{-1}P_Z\Omega\bar{\alpha}\bar{\beta}P_Z^T) \right) \tag{3.24}
\]

where \( P_Z = Z^{(*)} - Q^TK_{Z}^{-1}Z \) and \( K_{Z^*} = R - Q^TK_{Z}^{-1}Q \).

Similar to the derivation above, we define two other kernel matrices: \( O_{i,j} = k_X(x, x^{(*)}) \), and \( L_{i,j} = k_X(x^{(*)}, x^{(*)}) \), then we can obtain \( p(X^{(*)} \mid \Lambda) \) as:

\[
p(X^{(*)} \mid \Lambda) = \frac{p(x^{(*)})}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^{(M-1)d} |K_{X^*}|^d}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} tr(K_{X^*}^{-1}H_XH_X^T) \right) \tag{3.25}
\]

where \( H_x = X_{out}^{(*)} - O^TK_{X}^{-1}X_{out} \) and \( K_{X^*} = H - O^TK_{Z}^{-1}O \).

During the updating process, \( K_{X^*} \) and \( K_{X^{(*)}} \) only need to be inverted once. It should be noted that, the length of new observation can be different with the size of training data.
3.2.4. Proposed Framework for Behavior Classification

As shown in Figure 3.13, our small group activity recognition framework consists of four stages: adaptive mean-shift tracking, small group clustering, group feature extraction and group activities recognition.

Adaptive Mean-shift Tracking

One of the important factors for small group human activities analysis is the accuracy and robustness of tracking each individual in the group. As the development of multiple camera systems, the accurate tracking of each individual can be well addressed. In this paper we apply adaptive mean-shift tracking on the two data sets.

Compared to general mean-shift tracking, on-line feature selection is applied during the adaptive mean-shift tracking. In [62], the feature consisted of linear combination of pixel values at R,G,B channels: \[ F = \omega_1 R + \omega_2 G + \omega_3 B, \] where \( \omega_i \in [-2, -1, 0, 1, 2], i = 1, \ldots, 3 \). By pruning all redundant coefficients of \( \omega_i \), the feature set was cut down to 49. Linear discriminative analysis (LDA) was then used to determine the most descriptive feature for target tracking.

In order to reduce the computational complexity during tracking, we just update the feature set every 50 frames instead of updating the feature set at each frame. In addition, we extend the single mean-shift tracking algorithm for multiple targets tracking. As the cameras were fixed in these two data sets, a simple motion detector is applied to detect each new person coming into scene. Once a person comes in the scene, a new tracker will be allocated and track that person overtime. Since our focus of this paper is not reliable multiple targets tracking, we just reinitialize each target manually if the tracking algorithm fails for some reason.

Small Group Clustering

After obtaining all the positions of each target, a group clustering algorithm [56] will be applied to locate small groups. We first calculate the closeness of each person and use the Minimum Span Tree (MST) clustering to obtain the distribution of each group.

After that, we follow the hierarchical clustering method described in [56] to locate the mass center of each small group.

Small Group Activity Recognition

The small group activity recognition can be divided into two phases: group activity training and group activity classification. In the training stage, for each small group activity \( \{ A_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \} \), a GPDM \( \{ A_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \} \) will be trained. Suppose we have \( k \) samples of a group activity \( A_i \), the
length of each sample is \( m \), then we have \( k \) feature matrices of size \( 26 \times m \). To learn a specific GPDM for \( A_i \), we will first compute the mean value \( \bar{Z} \) of \( k \) feature matrices, and utilize the mean for training.

GPDM is applied to learn the specific trajectories of a group activity. The probability density function of latent variable \( X \) and the observation variable \( Z \) are defined by the following equations. The basic procedure Gaussian Process Dynamical Model training is described as below:

1. **Creating GPDM:**
   
   GPDM \( \Lambda = \{ \bar{Z}^T, X^T, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega \} \) is created on the basis of the trajectory training data sets, i.e. extracted structural feature, where \( \bar{Z}^T \) is the training observation data, \( X^T \) is the corresponding latent variable sets, \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \bar{\beta} \) are hyperparameters.

2. **Jointly initializing the model parameters:**
   
   The latent variable sets and parameters \{ \( X^T, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta} \) \} are obtained by minimizing the negative log-posterior function \( -lnp(X^T, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega \mid \bar{Z}^T) \) of the unknown parameters \{ \( X^T, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega \) \} with scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) on the training datasets.

3. **Train GPDM for each group activity:**

   For each group activity \{ \( A_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) \}, repeat the procedure 1 and 2, create a corresponding GPDM: \{ \( \Lambda_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) \}.

After training, we have a set of GPDMs: \{ \( \Lambda_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) \} for the human group activities. When a new human group activity \( Z^* \) coming in, we will compute the conditional probability with respect to each trained GPDM, and select the one with highest conditional probability.

1. **Calculate the conditional probability with each trained GPDM:**

   For each trained GPDM \{ \( \Lambda_i \) \}, compute \( X^*_i \) by using the learned parameters: \{ \( \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta} \) \}.
   
   This can be obtained by minimizing the negative log-posterior function \( -lnp(X^T, \bar{\alpha}, \bar{\beta}, \Omega \mid Z^*) \) with scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) on the training datasets.
   
   After that, we can calculate the conditional probability \( P(Z^*_i, X^*_i \mid \Lambda_i) \) by Eq. (3.24).

2. **Select the GPDM with the highest conditional probability:**

   The new group activity can be determined by the following equation:

\[
\arg\max_{i=1, \ldots, n} P(Z^*_i, X^*_i \mid \Lambda_i) \quad (3.26)
\]
As we discussed in the previous section, the length of new observation can be different with the size of training data, which means that the number of frames in test clips can be different with training clips. Therefore our trained model can address the dynamics in the temporal dimension. As the duration of an activity may change under different situation, it is important that the classifier can handle the testing sequences with varying lengths.

### 3.2.5. Experimental Results

We test our framework on two popular group activity data sets. The first one is the recently released BEHAVE data set [25], which contains the ground truth for each group activity. The second data set is IDIAP data set [63], which was originally captured for multiple human tracking.

![Figure 3.16. Visualization of trained GPDMs, the left one the InGroup, and the right one is Group Fight](image)

**Results on BEHAVE data set**

The BEHAVE data set consists of four video clips, and 76,800 frames in total. This video data set is recorded at 26 frames per second and has a resolution of $640 \times 480$. Different activities include: InGroup, Approach, WalkTogether, Split, Ignore, Following, Chase, Fight, RunTogether, and Meet. Examples are shown in Figure 3.17. There are 174 samples of different group activities in this dataset. As our focus is the small group activity analysis, we select 118 samples from all the group activities data set, and all the samples contain three or more people in the scene. The selected group activities include InGroup (IG), WalkingTogether (WT), Split (S) and Fight (F) as our group activities. For each activity, we divide the samples to ten-fold; with nine-fold for training and one fold for testing, the classification result is shown in the Table 3.2. Two of learned GPDMs are shown in the Figure 3.16. Each point in the latent space indicates one of the feature vectors in a frame. The distribution of InGroup activity is prone to have some local clusters in the latent space, while the distribution of GroupFight activity is similar to a random distribution.
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We also compare our results with the classification results in [25]. As in [25], the training and testing data is divided to 50/50, our proposed method can achieve 93.1%, comparing to 92.1% of HMM based method [25]. It should be noted that, the recognition rate is the average rate for all the activities, and the window size for calculating feature in [25] is 60. In addition, our proposed algorithm can adaptively recognize human group action with different length, although the method in [25] can reach a higher recognition rate when window size is increased to 100.

Results on IDIAP data set

IDIAP data set is firstly used in [63] for multiple targets tracking. The data set contains 37182 frames in total. We manually select 46 clips with different lengths for human group activity recognition. As there is no Fight activity in the IDIAP data set, we just evaluate three group activities: InGroup, WalkTogether, and Split. To validate the robustness of our framework, we directly apply the trained GPDMs from the BEHAVE data set for activity recognition on the IDIAP data set, and the overall average classification rate is 92.3%. The excremental results indicate that our proposed framework is robust to identify human group activities under different scenarios.
Figure 3.18. Sampling frames of InGroup, WalkTogether and Split frames from IDIAP data set are shown in the Figure 8.

We also tested our method on a new dataset, i.e. ICPR 2010 High-level Human Interaction Recognition Challenge dataset. Our results in Figure 3.19 are very competitive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hand Shaking</th>
<th>Hugging</th>
<th>Kicking</th>
<th>Punching</th>
<th>Pointing</th>
<th>Pushing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>81.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid + SVM [1] (Best)</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[1] ICPR2010 Contest on Semantic Description of Human Activities: High-level Human Interaction Recognition Challenge

Figure 3.19. Experimental results on ICPR 2000 dataset.
3.3. Human Object Interactions Using SN-GPDM

3.3.1. Introduction

Many visual semantic concepts involve human and object interactions. Such scenarios can not be easily described by separated modeling of human and objects. We propose a new approach that extends our social network analysis based human group modeling method to capture human object interaction.

Human action understanding is a challenge topic and has been widely studied in applications such as surveillance and video retrieval. Many methods [52][71][72] have achieved high performance on recognizing single human with periodical actions in clear background scenarios, such as Weizmann human action dataset and KTH human action dataset. With increasing demands on video content analysis, studies have been more focused on complicated scenarios. A recent work by Yin et al. [73] studied the interactions among people based on BEHAVE dataset, which is a recorded data set with interactions within or between small groups, such as fighting, chasing, walking together and etc. These sequences are very close to real surveillance video. However there are more challenges lying in realistic videos, mostly sports and movie clips, which involve the interactions between human and objects.

In the study of recognizing human-object interactions, many researchers started from still images [74][75][76]. These existing methods on learning the interactions from static images are mostly using contextual information to build the relations between the object and human poses. Desia et al [74] provided a unified model based on detecting spatial contextual relations of multiple objects. Yao and Fei-Fei [75] presented a mutual context model to jointly model the human poses with objects in still images by two contextual information, which are the co-occurrence statistics and the spatial context between objects and body part. And Prest et al. [76] introduced a weakly supervised algorithm to learn the object relevant for the action and its spatial relation to the human.

Some recent attempts have been made on recognize interactions between human and object in videos. Gupta et al. [77] added the psychological analyses of human perception to a Bayesian model to recognize objects and actions in videos in a fully supervised manner. Prest et al. [78] further developed their method on realistic videos based on [76], by including spatio-temporal annotations about object's locations and human actions. Another work by Si et al. [79] provided an AND/OR grammar based algorithm to semantically understand certain human daily activities in office.

There are many challenges lying in the task of precisely identify the interactions between human and object in realistic videos. First, most existing methods require robust detection or tracking on human and objects, since the inconsistent information on human/body parts causes poor estimations on human poses and object positions. However, these tasks are very difficult in realistic videos. For one thing, it is common to see self-occlusions of the human body parts, or occlusions of objects by human or other less relevant background like branches of the trees. Another potential concern is that the quality of the video may vary significantly. The moving trajectories of objects may temporarily be lost because of the relatively poor quality of the video.
The other reason of losing the trajectory of the object or human parts is when those parts reaching out of the camera field of view during the activity. These natural difficulties are illustrated in Figure 3.20. Second, different from surveillance video which has a fixed camera scene, camera motions in realistic video must be taken into account as it affects the human/objects locations and the motion trajectory patterns.

Figure 3.20. Challenges on object detections in realistic videos. In a sequence of human playing golf, (a) two hands are overlapped all the time. In (b), the golf club is invisible temporarily because of the fast motion speed and relatively poor quality of the video. In (c), the club is out of the scene. Besides, the camera itself is not fixed and the background is not still.

In this section, we introduce a novel framework of recognizing human-object interactions by considering the body parts and objects as nodes of social network graphs in the spatial dimension, and analyzing the features of the social network overtime to understand the video sequences. This framework consists of three stages. First is tracking the body parts and object, which provides the spatial information by a tracking algorithm of [80]. Second stage is constructing the social network graphs and extracting the SNA features to describe the temporal dynamic of an interaction in each sequence. This is inspired by Yin et al. [73], in which individual humans were modeled as nodes in social networks and hence the SNA feature set were used to describe small human group activities. At the last stage, two classifiers are applied to the feature vectors, namely, a K-means cluster followed by SVM and a Hidden Markov model classification. Each method reduces the length of feature vectors to a lower dimension. Experiments were conducted on typical sports activities from HMDB dataset [81].

The contribution of our work is threefold. First, this social network based framework characterizes the distribution of the activity globally as well as the distribution of each node in the social network. Second, the social network analysis based feature set dynamically organizes the body parts and object as nodes in a graph. It is able to handle various numbers of nodes as well as length of the sequence. Last but not least, this framework is able to tolerant missing information during the sequence. Therefore, by using the social network structured feature sets, it does not required strictly precise detections in the earlier stage, which is a major difficulty in realistic videos and many other scenarios.
3.3.2. Human and Object Detection and Tracking

In our approach, the human object interaction is considered as a serial activities happening among the key body parts and the object, which we consider as nodes in a social network graph. It is a challenging task to have perfect detectors or trackers to obtain the precise locations of specific body parts and objects under realistic image quality conditions. In this framework, a reliable tracking algorithm is applied to obtain the locations for these nodes. We adopt a state-of-the-art tracking algorithm in [80] to have the motion trajectories. In human object interactions, we consider only a few crucial parts providing meaningful information and forming the social network as nodes. The body parts include head and upper-body centers, which represent the human positions in the frame, and hand positions, which are important to reveal the physical contact between human and object.

- **Human**: Detecting human body parts in realistic videos is particularly hard, because of self-occlusions as well as the variety of appearance and viewpoint. The method in [82] provides detection of 14 major joints on human body. We take a simplified body model and keep only a few crucial parts. The body parts considered as meaningful for understanding interactions include head and upper-body centers, which represent the human positions in the frame, and hand positions, which are important to reveal the physical contact between human and object.

- **Object**: Object detections are also very challenging. We use the detection approach presented in [83]. Training data are collected from Internet, and for each object class, there are around $100$ clear images as positive data and another $100$ images that randomly selected from Caltech-101 [84] as negative data.

Figure 3.21 shows some examples of the activity trajectories. The trajectories of head, upper-body center and hands are colored in blue, green and magenta respectively. The red color represents the object motion path. It may discontinue in some places due to the occlusions or the limitation of the video data. However, the proposed social network analysis based framework is robust enough to handle such missing information.

![Figure 3.21. Examples of activity trajectories of the body parts and the objects. Blue and green lines are the trajectories of the head and upper-body center. Magenta represents hands trajectory and red color is for the object.](image-url)
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3.3.3. Social Network Analysis based HOI feature

For the recognition of human object interactions, we need structural information of the activities which can represent the interactions between body and object in a higher level. Inspired by the theoretic analysis of the social network [85] and its extensions on group activity recognitions [73], we introduce a new set of features to describe the dynamic properties of the human object interactions. Figure 3.22 shows the overview of this approach. To our best knowledge, this is the first time of using social network analysis based features to model human-object interactions.

![Example of SNA based features on human-object interactions. The social network center is first calculated and other features are histograms distributed in 8 bins.](image)

**Network center:**
Suppose there are \( n \) nodes in a network, the center \( m_c = \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} x_i, \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} y_i \right) \) is defined as the mass center of the network. The network center is calculated first, and other features depend on it.

**Centrality:**
In general, centrality measures how the central node related to all other nodes in a social network. In our framework, centrality is used as a distance measurement between each node and the mess center of the network. Each node has a position \( m_i = (x_i, y_i), (i = 1, \ldots, n) \) in the network and the relative position to the network center is a directional vector \( ce_i = m_i m_c \).

The centrality vector is designed as an 8-bin histogram of direction accumulating the magnitude of the distance and it is normalized. The centrality vector is written as \( Ce_t = \{ce_i\}_t, (i = 1, \ldots, n; t = 8) \).

**Closeness:**
Closeness describes how close an individual is to all the rest nodes in a network. In our framework, the directional distance between each node to every other node in the network is calculated. Therefore, the distances of every pair of nodes \( cl_{i,j} = m_i m_j \) are accumulated in the
closeness vector which is also a histogram with 8 bins of directions. It is denoted as \( \text{Cl}_t = \{c_{l,i,j}\}_{t}(i, j = 1, \ldots, n; i \neq j; t = 8) \).

**Centrality with relative velocity:**
Besides of the positions of each node in each frame of the sequence, we also consider the position difference \( v_i \) of each node in two consecutive frames. Similarly, the magnitude of the velocity is accumulated into orientation histograms and normalized at each direction. This is called the centrality with relative velocity, \( V_t = \{v_t\}_{t}(i = 1, \ldots, n; t = 8) \).

Following these definitions, a set of social network analysis based features extracted at each frame will form an SNA feature vector with 26 dimensions, including network center, centrality, closeness and centrality with relative velocity. A feature vector is calculated at each desired frame and as one entry in the feature matrix. A sequence with \( N \) frames will produce a SNA feature set in the dimension of \( 26 \times N \). Figure 3.23. shows examples of social network features from four interaction sequences, i.e. golf, shoot ball, shoot gun, and swing baseball respectively.

Figure 3.23. Examples of social network analysis based features on interactions.
3.3.4. Weighted Social network

Each node has its contribution in terms of forming a dynamic social network, and some may play more important roles than others. Therefore, the centrality weight is introduced to measure the influence of a node in the network, as shown in Figure 3.24.

Centrality weights: It assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network based on the concept that connections to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node than connections to low-scoring nodes. In the social network that describes human and object interaction, there are certain rules should be taken into consideration while assigning the weights of the nodes.

- The total weight of the network is normalized as one. \( W_{\text{hum}} + W_{\text{obj}} = 1 \), where
  \[
  W_{\text{hum}} = \sum_{i} w_i \quad \text{and} \quad W_{\text{obj}} = \sum_{j} w_j .
  \]
- As human has more complicated structures and poses, there are more nodes on describing human than what on objects. \( N_{\text{hum}} \geq N_{\text{obj}} \) and \( W_{\text{hum}} \geq W_{\text{obj}} \).
- The objects have more important roles in understanding the interactions with human. Therefore each node on object has higher score than each node on human. \( W_{\text{hum}} \geq W_{\text{obj}} \) and \( w^i_{\text{hum}} \leq w^j_{\text{obj}} \).

![Diagram of weighted social network](image)

Figure 3.24. Example of SNA based features on human-object interactions. In a weighted social network, the network center shifted due to the unequal weighted nodes.

3.3.5. Experimental Results

We validate our method on HMDB dataset, which has 51 actions in five general types, and human motion with object interactions is one of them. Videos in this dataset are collected from various real world sources, like movies or YouTube. The video quality varies significantly, which makes the recognition task difficult.

In our experiments, we choose four classes of interactions: swing golf club, shoot basketball, shoot gun, and swing baseball bat. Each class has 100 clips. We apply body parts and object detectors on every five frames in each sequence, and then extract the social network features.
from the detection results. In each activity class, there are four nodes representing human bodies, which are head, upper-body center and both hands, and one more node as the object.

In the classification stage, we apply two classifiers, SVM and HMM. Data clips contain different number of frames, and each frame is represented in a feature vector of 26 dimensions.

In the SVM approach, social network analysis based features from all frames are clustered and normalized before applying SVM. In our experiment, SVM with linear kernel is adopted and the training and testing data is divided into 50/50 with five-fold cross-validation. The classification results by SVM are shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 3.25.

In the HMM approach, we project the social network features into hidden Markov models with two hidden states and each state with two mixtures of Gaussian. The likelihood is computed between the test data and each trained HMM model, and the classification decisions are made according to the maximum likelihood. This experiment is also cross-validated for five times, and each time training and testing data is randomly divided into half and half. The classification results by HMM are shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 3.26.

The average classification accuracy is 63% and 67% by SVM classifier on SNA features and weighted SNA features respectively, and 71% and 74% by HMM. Some classes even have over 80% correct recognitions. From the results, we can observe that weighted SNA features outperform the un-weighted SNA features. The overall performance of our social network analysis based features is much higher than the benchmark [81] result by using the STIP features [52], which has accuracy around 20%.

![Figure 3.25. The confusion matrix of SVM classification results on SNA and weighted SNA features.](image-url)
Figure 3.26. The confusion matrix of HMM classification results on SNA and weighted SNA features.
3.4. Human Gait Recognition Based on Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (pHOG)

3.4.1. Introduction

During the development of SIRF, we have also studied various CL primitive exactors. One of these efforts was to develop a detector of human objects over a distance in low quality video sequence, when the object can only be recognized by its gait instead of its texture signatures. Such tool is very necessary in the construction of high level descriptions of small human group events.

Human gait recognition, as to identify different people from their silhouette of walking styles, has been studied for many years in computer vision community. Gait recognition can be used to identify people at a distance without a high resolution image, which could be a great advantage to other biometric identification approaches such as face recognition. However, gait recognition remains to be a challenging problem due to the variation of human appearance, different of viewing angle and scale.

Most previous works have been focused on the gait cycle modeling to identify different gait styles. To capture the dynamic uniqueness of each person's walking style, different feature such as Energy Intensity [86], Moving Motion Silhouette Image (MMSI) [87], Gait Entropy Image (GEnI) [88] have been proposed. In addition, many classification methods, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [89], hierarchical structural model [90], manifold learning [91] are utilized to increase the robustness and effectiveness in gait recognition.

Capturing the dynamics of human silhouette is the key element in gait recognition. HOG feature [92] has been proven as a robust feature for pedestrian detection. As a local description feature, HOG feature captures the detailed gradient variation of small image patches, which inspired us to adapt HOG feature to describe the variation of human silhouette during a walking cycle. In this study, we propose a Pyramid HOG (pHOG) feature based human gait recognition framework.

To extract human silhouette, background subtraction is applied on the human gait images. The human silhouette images are then segmented into binary images and normalized to the same size. Instead of computing HOG at one scale, the HOG feature at different scale will be calculated and a pyramid for human silhouette representation will be constructed. The extracted pHOG features for each person will be used to train a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based HMM for modeling the person’s gait cycle.

Compared with other features for gait recognition, the proposed pHOG feature on the binary silhouette image can effectively capture the shape characteristic of each person. As the human’s silhouette rather than other texture features plays an essential role in gait recognition, the binary image representation accurately characterizes the human body movement during each gait cycle, while the Pyramid of HOG provides an effective spatial encoding approach to represent the human body shapes at different scale. Beside its descriptiveness, the proposed novel feature also reduces the computational cost for motion features between frames.
3.4.2. Framework Overview

The proposed Human gait recognition framework can be divided to three parts: human silhouette extraction, pHOG feature computation and HMM model training and testing.

**Human silhouette extraction**

Given an input video, the silhouette extraction process is shown in Figure 3.27 below. First, the background image is assumed to be known from the video as shown in Figure 3.27(a). Following the background subtraction approach in [93], the raw silhouette images are obtained at this step, by subtracting the background image from the original frame. Then all the raw silhouette images will be refined in the shadow and noise removal process.

**Background subtraction and Pixel classification**

Each sequence consists of one person and one sequential movement. The background scene is obtained from the beginning of each sequence.

The raw images of human silhouette are then obtained by subtracting the original image with the selected background image. Due to illumination change or many other issues, there existed many noise in these raw images, such as human shadow and isolated parts, which are needed to be processed in next steps.

Each pixel in the background image is modeled by \(< E_i, s_i, a_i, b_i >\). The arithmetic mean and standard deviation is calculated. \(E_i\) is expected color value of pixel \(i\) in the background image for R, G, B channel, i.e. \(E_i = [\mu_R(i), \mu_G(i), \mu_B(i)]\); and \(s_i\) is the standard deviation \(s_i = [\sigma_R(i), \sigma_G(i), \sigma_B(i)]\); \(a_i\) is variation of brightness distortion and \(b_i\) is variation of chromaticity distortion of the \(i^{th}\) pixel.

Then the background image is normalized at each R, G, B channel and horizontally aligned. Each image will be decomposed into brightness and chromaticity components. The measurement of brightness distortion \((\alpha_i)\) and chromaticity distortion \((CD_i)\), which will be used for classifying each pixel are defined as below:

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{\left( \frac{I_R(i)\mu_R(i)}{\sigma_R^2(i)} + \frac{I_G(i)\mu_G(i)}{\sigma_G^2(i)} + \frac{I_B(i)\mu_B(i)}{\sigma_B^2(i)} \right) \left( \frac{\mu_R(i)}{\sigma_R(i)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\mu_G(i)}{\sigma_G(i)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\mu_B(i)}{\sigma_B(i)} \right)^2}{\left( \frac{\mu_R(i)}{\sigma_R(i)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\mu_G(i)}{\sigma_G(i)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\mu_B(i)}{\sigma_B(i)} \right)^2}
\]  

(3.27)
In the next step, the variation of the brightness distortion $a_i$ and chromaticity distortion $b_i$ on $i^{th}$ pixel is shown as below:

$$CD_i = \sqrt{\sum_{c=R,G,B} \left( \frac{I_c(i) - \alpha_i \mu_c(i)}{\sigma_c(i)} \right)^2} \quad (3.28)$$

$$a_i = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N} (\alpha_i - 1)^2}{N}} \quad (3.29)$$

$$b_i = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N} (CD_i)^2}{N}} \quad (3.30)$$
In the last step, the pixel classification is performed. As shown in Figure 3.28, each pixel is classified into foreground, background, shadow or highlight by comparing the normalized brightness distortion $\hat{\alpha}_i = \frac{\alpha_i - 1}{\alpha_i}$ and normalized chromaticity distortion $\hat{CD}_i = \frac{CD_i}{b_i}$ with the thresholds. Some examples of background subtraction results are shown in Figure 3.27.

Noise removal and silhouette extraction

After pixel classification, there are still holes or some isolated parts in human silhouette images. To connect the isolated parts in the silhouette image, morphological operation is applied. After mathematical subtraction the background image and foreground image with respect to the shadow, the human silhouette image is reconstructed with morphological operation dilation.

After morphological operation, all the images are normalized to the same size for feature extraction. A bounding box (size 150×200) is used to crop the human silhouette in each image. All the images with small size silhouettes will be discarded. Finally, the size normalize and horizontal alignment within bounding box will be performed and only the silhouette images within the bounding box only will be kept.

Some of the extracted silhouette images are shown in the Figure 3.29.
HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) is derived from SIFT feature. To extract HOG features, the whole detection window is firstly divided into grid of small cells. Similar to the cells for computing SIFT feature, the gradient in each cell is also accumulated at different directions in a histogram and form a normalized vector description. Pyramid HOG is an extension of HOG feature and it consists of HOG features at different levels with different block sizes. The pyramid HOG feature is utilized to describe the silhouette on all the binary images. In our experiment, the pyramid has two levels for each silhouette image and each block has 8 bins for directions, the total size of pHOG description is 648 for each binary silhouette image.
Figure 3.31. Calculating pHOG of silhouette gait. pHOG feature is accumulation of histograms at several pyramid levels. In our experiments, we use three levels of pyramid and a pHOG feature is a 648-dimension of histogram.

**HMM based classification**

To classify the extracted pHOG feature, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is applied for gait recognition. The pHOG feature sequence of each subject is used to train a specific HMM model. Given a test gait sequence with pHOG feature, its likelihood probability with regard to all trained HMMs will be calculated and the one with the maximum likelihood will be selected as the classification output.

### 3.4.3. Experimental Results

To evaluate the proposed framework, we conduct gait recognition experiments on the CASIA Gait Dataset B [94]. In our experiments, we are using 31 subjects with 11 angles from 0° ~ 180° and each has 6 sequences. Sequences include 6 ~ 8 walking cycles. Each sequence is divided into clips which contain one walking cycle in each.

Hidden Markov Models are used for classification in our framework, which are set to have three Mixture of Gaussian in each state. The recognition rate varies with the different number of states, as we can observe from Figure 3.32. The accuracies are very high and can even reach 100% in some cases. Accuracy is little less at 180° angle, which is the back view of a subject. The overall accuracy is shown in the Table 3.3. When Hidden Markov Model has 5 states, our proposed framework has the best results. Results are based on 5-fold cross validation.
Table 3.3. Gait recognition with Different number of states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMM state number</th>
<th>Recognition rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>93.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>94.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>95.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>94.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>91.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.32. The effect of HMM state number on gait recognition performance

As shown in the Table 3.4, while HMM with 5 states and 3 mixture of Gaussian, our proposed framework can achieved 95.81% recognition rate. Compared to MMSI method: 73.00% and GEI method: 63.33% under the same experimental setting, our proposed framework demonstrated clear superior performance in human gait recognition.

Table 3.4. Gait recognition performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pHOG (our method)</th>
<th>MMSI [87]</th>
<th>GEI [86]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASIA Dataset</td>
<td>95.33%</td>
<td>73.00%</td>
<td>63.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4. Quantitative Metrics of Semantic Utility

4.1. Feature Selection via Sparse Imputation (FSSI)

4.1.1 Introduction

Within a multi-modality sensor network, sensor inputs at particular time instance can be conceptually aggregated into a single observation vector. Evaluating the utility of a particular sensor input is therefore equivalent to feature selection.

Feature selection is an important technique in machine learning and data mining. How to select the most useful features is a key factor in many applications, such as pattern recognition [95] and computer vision [96]. Functionally, feature selection can be divided into two groups: filter model [97] and wrapper model [98]. Filter model utilized different metrics to evaluate the individual feature, and remove some features before the prediction process. In wrapper method, the prediction results (or change of the results) of a model are used to measure the value of a feature. The computation cost limits the application of wrapper model on large data sets.

Filter is the most popular model in recent research, as it has low computational cost and is robust in theoretic analysis. Depends on the class labels, feature selection can be implemented in supervised fashion or unsupervised fashion. Most existing filter models are in supervised fashion. In real world applications, the class labels are always scarce. It is meaningful to design a filter feature selection method in unsupervised fashion.

How to design a meaningful evaluation metrics is the key for a good filter model. There are various metrics to build filters. Normally the metrics are kinds of relationship between the features and labels. Two popular filter metrics are mutual information [97] and correlation [99]. Max-relevance and min-redundancy feature subset are realized based the mutual information of the training data. Correlation based feature selection method, which is simple and fast to execute, is successfully applied on continuous class problems. There are also other effective filter metrics in recent researches. Class separability [100] is applied in a high dimensional kernel model and feature selection is carried on to maximize the separability. Error probability is considered as discriminating power [101], and it has been utilized to design feature selection.

Regarding the labeled training data and unlabeled training data. Feature selection can also be grouped as supervised feature selection and unsupervised feature selection. Supervised feature selection evaluates the relationship between the feature values and the label values. Fisher score [102] ranks the discriminative ability of individual feature according the labels. It is a simple and effective feature selection method. Unsupervised feature selection measures the feature similarity or local information. Laplacian score [103] evaluates the geometrical properties in the feature sets, which is an efficient unsupervised feature selection method.

Sparse coding (representation) [104] has been extensively studied in recent literature. It reconstructs a signal (data) through a linear combination of a minimum set of atom vectors from
a dictionary. More specifically, a signal (data) \( y \in \mathbb{R}^m \) can be sparsely represented through \( y = Dx \), with a well designed dictionary \( D \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times d} \). The correspondent coefficient vector \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) is sparse in the sense that most of its elements are zeros.

There are many successful applications with sparse representation, such as blind source separation [105], image denoising [106], sparse representation based classification [107] and sparse imputation [108]. Sparse imputation, which is introduced in [108] with application on speech recognition, is a new technique to use sparse representation to recover missing data.

In this section, we use sparse imputation to evaluate individual feature of training data, and the imputation quality of each feature is recorded to build a new feature selection filter model. This filter model is an unsupervised feature selection method, as the class labels don't contribute to sparse imputation. We use proposed feature selection method to apply on UCI data sets [109], and compared the classification performance with Fisher score method (supervised filter model) and Laplacian score method (unsupervised filter model). Comprehensive comparisons indicate the effectiveness of our method.

The main contributions of this method are summarized as follows:

- A new filter model Feature Selection via Sparse Imputation (FSSI) is presented. In particular, the imputation quality for individual feature is utilized as evaluation metrics in feature selection.

- The proposed method is applied to UCI data sets (binary-category and multiple-category). The classification results are obtained with classic classifiers (support vector machine, k nearest neighbors and multi-layer feed-forward networks).

- The proposed unsupervised feature selection filter model is compared with other methods, Fisher score method (supervised filter model) and Laplacian score method (unsupervised filter model). The comparison results on UCI data sets demonstrate the capability and efficiency of our method.

### 4.1.2. Related Work

We consider a data set \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m} \), \( n \) is the total number and \( m \) is the dimension for each data. The labels of the data set are \( C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \). The original feature sets are \( F = \{F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_m\} \), and the purpose of feature selection is to identify the feature subsets \( F_s = \{F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_s\} \) with \( s < m \). Based on above setting, we introduce Fisher score method, Laplacian score method and sparse imputation method.
Fisher score

Fisher score [110] is one of the most popular supervised feature selection method. The key idea of Fisher score is to search for a feature subset, the distances for different classes in the feature subset are as large as possible, while the distances of the same class in the feature subset are as small as possible. Fisher score method has been improved recently. In [111], a clustering method specialized for Fisher score is developed, which is able to detect important dimensions. Generalized Fisher score is proposed in [112], which can optimize the lower bound of traditional Fisher score. The criterion of Fisher score is described in the following part.

Consider a data set \( \{ y_i, c_i \} \), \( c_i \in \{ 1, 2, \cdots, k \} \) and \( i = 1, 2, \cdots, n \), where \( k \) is the number of the classes. Let \( n_j \) denote the number of data in class \( j \) and \( j = 1, 2, \cdots, k \), so \( n_1 + n_2 + \cdots + n_k = n \).

For a feature set \( F_z \) in \( Y \), let \( \mu \) and \( \sigma^2 \) denote mean and variance, and \( \mu_j \) and \( \sigma_j^2 \) are the mean and variance for certain categorical data. According to [110], \( \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_j \sigma_j^2 \) is the within-class variance, and \( \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_j (\mu_j - \mu)^2 \) is the between-class variance. Fisher score \( S_z \) for feature \( F_z \) is calculated as:

\[
S_z = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{k} n_j (\mu_j - \mu)^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} n_j \sigma_j^2}
\]

The score for individual feature is recorded based on above equation and it can contribute to feature selection.

Laplacian score

Laplacian score is proposed based on Laplacian Eigenmaps [113] and Locality Preserving Projection [114], the key idea is to evaluate the features through the features’ locality preserving properties. It is a classical unsupervised filter model for feature selection. For the training data \( Y \) with feature set \( F \) , let \( L_z \) is the Laplacian score for the \( z \) th feature \( F_z \), the Laplacian score is computed as:

1. It first establishes a nearest neighbor graph \( G \) with diverse data nodes ( \( y_\alpha \) and \( y_\beta \), \( \alpha, \beta = 1, \cdots, n \) ) in the data set, define \( G_{\alpha,\beta} = e^{-\frac{|y_\alpha - y_\beta|^2}{t}} \), where \( t \) is a predefined constant.

2. For each feature \( F_z \), the feature values are \( F_z = f_z \), then \( L_z \) can be calculated as

\[
L_z = \frac{\tilde{f}_z^T L f_z}{\tilde{f}_z^T Q f_z}
\]
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where \( Q = \text{diag}(G1), 1 = [1, \ldots, 1]^T, L = Q - G \), and \( \tilde{f}_z \) is a normalization through:

\[
\tilde{f}_z = f_z - \frac{f_z^T Q f_z}{1^T Q 1}
\]  (4.3)

Similar as Fisher score, Laplacian score based on Eq. (4.2) are recorded for feature selection.

**Sparse imputation**

Assume a data set \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_r, \ldots, y_n\} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m} \) and a suitable dictionary \( D \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times m} \) for the sparse coding, where \( d > m \) ensures over-complete basis vectors (or atoms). We seek \( x \) such that \( Dx = y \). The original sparsity constrain on \( x \) is defined in \( l_0 \) norm:

\[
\min \| x \|_0, s.t. Dx = y
\]  (4.4)

However, the solution of above equation is NP hard. According to Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [115], the \( l_0 \) optimization could be relaxed to \( l_1 \) optimization. And the sparse coding could be expressed as:

\[
\min \| x \|_1, s.t. Dx = y
\]  (4.5)

The \( l_1 \) optimization is a convex optimization problem. Considering reconstruction errors, a more practical \( \ell_1 \)-regularized least squares optimization [116] is formulated as:

\[
\hat{x} = \text{arg min} \{ \| y - Dx \|_2^2 + \lambda \| x \|_1 \}
\]  (4.6)

There are also other efficient methods to do the sparse coding, such as matching pursuit [117] and basis pursuit [118]. The dictionary in sparse coding is important, and extensive research works have contributed many effective dictionary learning methods, such as online dictionary learning [119] and Laplacian score dictionary [120]. As the focus of this work is on sparse representation for imputation, we just use all the training data to build the dictionary, which is similar as sparse representation based classification [107].

Imputation [121] is a statistic method for handling missing data. The sparse coding framework could be transferred to handle imputation. In particular, suppose that a data set \( Y \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m} \) contains \( Y_r \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times q} \) (reliable feature subsets) and \( Y_u \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times (m-q)} \) (unreliable feature subsets):

\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix} Y_r \\ Y_u \end{bmatrix}
\]
accordingly the dictionary $D \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times m}$ contains $D_r \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times q}$ and $D_u \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times (m-q)}$:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} A_r \\ A_u \end{bmatrix}$$

The sparse coding process is carried out on the reliable feature subsets:

$$x = \arg \min \left\{ \| y_r - A_r x \|_2^2 + \lambda \| x \|_1 \right\} \quad (4.7)$$

Then use the sparse vector to apply on the unreliable dictionary $D_u$ to realize imputation, which is $y_u = D_u x$. And sparse imputation can be described as:

$$\hat{y} = \begin{cases} \hat{y}_r = y_r \\ \hat{y}_u = A_u x \end{cases} \quad (4.8)$$

**4.1.3. FSSI METHOD**

In this section, we introduce the Feature Selection via Sparse Imputation (FSSI) method. The key idea is to use the sparse imputation to recover each feature, and then the quality of the representation is the criterion to do the feature selection. The details process is shown in Algorithm 1.
In this method, we use sparse imputation to evaluate each feature. In details, we first treat a feature set \( F_z \) as an unreliable feature sets \( u \). Then we establish reliable feature sets \( r \), which is removed \( F_z \) from the whole feature sets \( F \). The data sets \( Y_r \) and \( Y_u \) are based on feature setting of \( F_r \) and \( F_u \). In the process of imputation, the dictionary \( D \) are the whole training data [107]. Therefore \( Y_r = D_r \) and \( Y_u = D_u \) in our method. Based on sparse coding equation at step 6, the sparse vector \( x \) for each data \( y'_p \) in \( Y_r \) are calculated (\( y'_p \) is based on the feature set of \( Y_r \)). At step 7, the imputation of unreliable feature for data \( y'_p \) is conducted. Then based on equation at step 9, sparse imputation quality of the feature set \( F_k \) is computed. Finally, step 11 ranks the features based on imputation quality from the worst to the best, and output the feature subsets with target dimensions.

Our FSSI method is proposed based on two perspectives:

- **FSSI method shares the prosperities of AdaBoost** [122]. In the loop of Adaboost, the misclassified training data would be increased the weights in the next iteration. In our method, the feature with the worst imputation quality would be rank first in feature selection. There are successful feature selection method based Adaboost. In [123], AdaBoost is efficiently used to select the global and local appearance features for face
recognition. Adaboost has applied on selecting Gabor Feature for image classification [124], and results are competitive with low memory and computation cost.

- Sparse imputation aims to represent a data (or feature) with existing dictionary. When a data (or feature) has idea sparse imputation quality, it may conclude that the existing dictionary contains the information of the data. Therefore the data is not necessary for the learning system considering memory and computation factors. Whereas a data (or feature) has unacceptable sparse imputation based on existing dictionary, the data should be added in the learning system to improve the diversity.

### 4.1.4. Experimental Results

In this section, the empirical studies are conducted on the nine data sets from UCI Repository [109] to show effectiveness of FSSI method. There are two binary data sets and seven multiple categorical data sets. We focus on multiple classifications based on two factors: (1) compared with binary classification, multiple classifications are rare in research. (2) The performance of multiple classifications needs improvement in a lot of applications. The details information of the experimental data sets are shown in Table 4.1. Data “credit card” and data “ionosphere” are binary data sets. The rest are multiple categorical data sets. “CMC” is the abbreviation of “Contraceptive Method Choice”, and “image seg” is the abbreviation of “Statlog (Image Segmentation)”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Training size</th>
<th>Testing size</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>credit card</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ionosphere</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breast tissue</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine quality</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2449</td>
<td>2449</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glass</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image seg</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libras</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1. UCI and face experiment datasets**

**Configurations**

In the experiment, each data set is randomly separated into two equal parts, in which one part are training data and the other part are testing data. The training data are used to establish the model for feature selection. Three filter feature selection methods are utilized in the experiment for comparison: Fisher score (supervised feature selection method), Laplacian score (unsupervised feature selection method) and our proposed feature selection via sparse imputation method. We use Fisher, Lap and FSSI as abbreviations to represent these three methods in the experiment.
We use feature-based classification as the evaluation criterion [125] to assess different feature selection methods. In particular, a feature selection operator $\Phi$ is defined as follows:

- The feature selection operator $\Phi$ is trained on the training data based on different algorithms, such as Fisher, Lap and FSSI.
- Update the data $Y$ based on the operator $\Phi: Y' \leftarrow \Phi(Y)$
- Establish a classifier based on the training part of $Y'$ and record the classification performance on the testing part of $Y'$

The experiment on each data set is conducted five times and average results are obtained. The target features size is from one to around 80% of whole feature size to show the comprehensive performances. Table 4.2 shows a case study on data wine. All 13 features are listed in the table. Fisher, Lap and sparse imputation (SI) have been trained on the training data to rank the features respectively. In particular, when the target feature size is 2, Fisher method would select “Proline and Magnesium” features for classification, Lap method would choose “Proanthocyanins and Color intensity” features, and SI method would select “Proline and Alcalinity” features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Fisher rank</th>
<th>Lap rank</th>
<th>SI rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malic acid</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcalinity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total phenols</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavanoids</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonflavanoid</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proanthocyanins</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color intensity</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hue</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD280/OD315</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proline</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three classic classifiers are used in our experiment: $k$ nearest neighbor ($k = 5$ in the experiment), LibSVM [126] and multi-layer feed-forward networks [127]. We abbreviate above classifiers as 5-NN, LibSVM and NeuralNet. “1-v-r” method [128] is utilized when LibSVM and NeuralNet handle multi-class data sets. The sparse coding toolbox is from [116]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of classification performance on data wine with different selected features. The outputs of FSSI are more accurate than that of Lap, we may claim that the feature selection method FSSI is more appropriate than Lap for data wine.
Figure 4.1. An example of feature selection based classification on data wine. The feature selection projector is trained with Fisher, Lap and FSSI respectively. Then updated training data and testing data are applied on 5-NN classifier to obtain the classification results on different dimensions. Data wine has 13 features, feature selection has targeted to 11 features, which is 84% of the whole feature sets.

Comparisons among FSSI, Fisher and Lap

In this section, the comparison results among FSSI, Fisher and Lap are shown. For briefness and clarity, we only show the plots of six data sets (two binary data sets and four multiple categorical data sets).

Figure 4.2 shows the comparison results for data credit. When the selected feature size is larger than 3, the advantage of FSSI could be observed with all three classifiers. It is also interesting to notice that the results of Fisher and Lap are almost same in the left two subfigures. However, the result of another binary data ionosphere from Figure 4.3 is unremarkable. Through the curves of FSSI are higher than that of Lap, the curves of FSSI are in the same level of Fisher.

When the experiments are carried on the multiple categorical data sets (Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.7), the effectiveness of FSSI could be noted. In Figure 4.4, the results of FSSI are encouraged. In the subfigure of “LibSVM”, the outputs of FSSI dominate the competitors from the dimension of 5. In the subfigures of “5-NN” and “NeuralNet”, the results of FSSI surpass other methods from the dimension of 2.

The advantages of FSSI also could be observed in Figure 4.5. for data breast tissue, in which the curves of FSSI always appear in the top of subfigures. Figure 4.6 shows the experimental results for data glass, Fisher and FSSI methods have improved results compared to Lap method. And in Figure 4.7 for data Libras, Lap and Fisher methods have enhanced outputs compared to Fisher method.
For intensive comparison of different feature selection methods, the statistic analysis is applied with experiment results. For each data set and each method, the classification accuracies, from feature size one to around 50% of whole feature sizes, are averaged and standard deviations are calculated [129] in the Table 4.3. The highest accuracy is highlighted. We can observe that FSSI can win 5, 6 and 6 times in LibSVM, 5-NN and NeuralNet separately. The standard deviation of FSSI is slightly larger than competitors, which may indicate that the features selected by FSSI are contributable.

Figure 4.2. Comparison of feature selection based classification accuracies for data credit card. Feature selection methods Fisher, Lap and FSSI are used. (Left) Average accuracy of data credit card with LibSVM. (Center) Average accuracy of data credit card with 5-N. (Right) Average accuracy of data credit card with NeuralNet.
Figure 4.3. Comparison of feature selection based classification accuracies for data ionosphere. Feature selection methods Fisher, Lap and FSSI are used. (Left) Average accuracy of data ionosphere with LibSVM. (Center) Average accuracy of data ionosphere with 5-NN. (Right) Average accuracy of data ionosphere with NeuralNet.

Figure 4.4. Comparison of feature selection based classification accuracies for data CMC. Feature selection methods Fisher, Lap and FSSI are used. (Left) Average accuracy of data CMC with LibSVM. (Center) Average accuracy of data CMC with 5-NN. (Right) Average accuracy of data CMC with NeuralNet.
Figure 4.5. Comparison of feature selection based classification accuracies for data breast tissue. Feature selection methods Fisher, Lap and FSSI are used. (Left) Average accuracy of data breast tissue with LibSVM. (Center) Average accuracy of data breast tissue with 5-NN. (Right) Average accuracy of data breast tissue with NeuralNet.

Table 1.3. Accuracy average and standard deviation in low dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>LibSVM</th>
<th>5-NN</th>
<th>NeuralNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>Lap</td>
<td>FSSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ionosphere</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breast tissue</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine quality</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glass</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image seg</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libras</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StDev</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Wins</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.6. Comparison of feature selection based classification accuracies for data glass. Feature selection methods Fisher, Lap and FSSI are used. (Left) Average accuracy of data glass with LibSVM. (Center) Average accuracy of data glass with 5-NN. (Right) Average accuracy of data glass with NeuralNet.

Figure 4.7. Comparison of feature selection based classification accuracies for data libras. Feature selection methods Fisher, Lap and FSSI are used. (Left) Average accuracy of data libras with LibSVM. (Center) Average accuracy of data libras with 5-NN. (Right) Average accuracy of data libras with NeuralNet.
4.2. $\ell_1$ Graph Based on Sparse Coding for Feature Selection

4.2.1. Introduction

We further extended our sparse coding based feature selection and utility score evaluation scheme into a more general method called $\ell_1$ graph. In this work, we utilize the relations established by sparse coding between the signal (data) vector and various dictionary atoms to build $\ell_1$ graphs. The graph has the properties in local preserving ability. We can therefore evaluate these properties to rank features and establish a new unsupervised filter model for feature selection.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- A graph is established through $\ell_1$-Norm Regularization. The linear relations between the signal and the dictionary atoms are shown on the graph.
- The features’ local preserving ability is evaluated through spectral graph theory. The unsupervised filter model is established based on the ability to perform feature selection.
- The proposed method is applied to UCI benchmark data sets (binary-category and multiple-category). A 2-D visualization case study is carried out and compared with classic filter feature selection methods (Fisher score, Laplacian score and Pearson correlation [130]). Intensive experiments of feature based classifications are conducted to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our method.

4.2.2. Feature Score Based on $\ell_1$ Graph

We assume a data set $Y = \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_i, ..., y_n\} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$. Our proposed method utilizes the property of self-characterization in the data sets. In detail, a data (signal) can be represented by other data from the same data set through

$$y_i = Yx_i, \quad x_{ii} = 0$$

(4.9)

where $x_i=[x_{i1}, x_{i2}, ..., x_{in}]$ and constraint $x_{ii}=0$ avoids the trivial solution of characterizing a data as a linear combination of itself. This formula is naturally transferred to sparse coding when we want to choose as less as possible data to represent $y_i$. We assume the dictionary of sparse coding is the whole data set. Then the constrain of $\ell_0$ norm is:

$$\min \|x_i\|_0, \quad s.t. \quad y_i = Yx_i$$

(4.10)

According to Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), the $\ell_0$ norm can be transferred to $\ell_1$ form and solved with $\ell_1$-regularized least squares method [116]:
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\[
x_i = \text{arg} \min \{ \| y_i - Yx_i \|_2^2 + \lambda \| x_i \|_1 \} \quad (4.11)
\]

We summarize the sparse coding method for all data with the matrix form through:

\[
\min \| X \|_1, \quad \text{s.t.} \quad Y = YX, \quad \text{diag}(X) = 0
\quad (4.12)
\]

Inspired by the work of sparse subspace clustering [131], the similarity matrix of \( \ell_1 \) graph can be defined as:

\[
W = |X| + |X^T|, \quad \text{diag}(W) = 0
\quad (4.13)
\]

which means a node (signal) \( i \) is connected with node \( j \) by an edge with the weight \(|x_{ij}|+|x_{ji}|\).

Based on the graph established above, our proposed feature score \( S \) based on the spectral graph theory [132] is computed as:

1. First, \( \ell_1 \) graph \( G \) \((G_{ij} = W_{ij})\) is built based on similarity matrix with nodes (signals) \((Y=\{y_1, y_2, y_3, ...y_i, ..., y_n\})\).

2. For each feature \( F_z \), the feature sets are \( F_z = f_z \), then \( S_z \) can be computed as

\[
S_z = \frac{\bar{f}_z^T L \bar{f}_z}{\bar{f}_z^T Q \bar{f}_z}
\quad (4.14)
\]

where \( Q = \text{diag}(1_1) \), \( 1 = [1, \cdots, 1]^T \), \( L = Q - G \), and \( \bar{f}_z \) is a classic normalization through:

\[
\bar{f}_z = f_z - \frac{f_z^T Q 1}{1^T Q 1} 1
\quad (4.15)
\]

The step 2 is based on the local property of each feature, \( G_{ij} \) evaluates the similarity between the \( i \)-th and \( j \)-th data (nodes). In detail, when two nodes have heavily weighted edge, the good feature should have close value between these two nodes. The heuristic criterion [133] for selecting features is to minimize the function:

\[
S_z = \frac{\sum_y (f_{zj} - f_{zi})^2 G_{ij}}{\text{Var}(f_z)}
\quad (4.16)
\]

where \( \text{Var}(f_z) \) is the variance for \( z \)-th feature, and \( f_{zi}, f_{zj} \) are \( z \)-th feature value for node \( i, j \). Based on some simple calculation, we could obtain:
By the spectral graph theory, the is calculated as:

\[
\sum_{j} (f_{ij} - f_{jj})^2 G_{ij} = 2 \sum_{j} \sum_{j} f_{ij}^2 G_{ij} - 2 \sum_{j} f_{ij} G_{ij} = 2 \tilde{t}_{z}^T Q \tilde{t}_{z} - 2 \tilde{t}_{z}^T G \tilde{t}_{z} = 2 \tilde{t}_{z}^T L \tilde{t}_{z} \tag{4.17}
\]

\[
Var(t_z) = \sum_i \tilde{t}_{zi}^2 Q_i = \tilde{t}_{z}^T \bar{Q} \tilde{t}_{z} \tag{4.18}
\]

Also, it is easy to show

\[
\tilde{t}_{z}^T L \tilde{t}_{z} = t_{z}^T L t_{z} \tag{4.19}
\]

Based on Eqs. (4.16)(4.17)(4.18)(4.19), the selection criteria Eq. (4.14) is evaluated. When all the features are assigned the score, the feature selection is carried out based on the score ranking.

### 4.2.3. Experimental evaluation

Experiments were conducted on ten data sets from UCI Repository to demonstrate the effectiveness of our feature ranking and selection method. There are six binary data sets and four multiple categorical data sets. In the experiment, each data set is randomly separated into two equal parts. One part is used in training and the rest part is used in testing. We used the training data to build the model for feature selection. Five filter feature selection models are utilized for comparison, including our proposed unsupervised filter model via $\ell_1$ graph, Pearson correlation (supervised and unsupervised fashion), Fisher score (supervised filter model) and Laplacian score (unsupervised filter model). We use FL1, PCS, PCU, Fisher and Lap as abbreviations to denote these 5 methods in the experiments.

A simple case study for data “wine” is shown in Figure 4.8. Totally, there are 13 features for data wine, such as “Alcohol”, “Magnesium” and “Proline”. We use five filter methods based on training data (with size 89) and apply on the testing data. Each method chooses two features for 2-D visualization on testing data. Two features are selected by 5 different methods and plotted in each subfigure. It can be observed that the feature “Flavanoids" and feature “Color intensity" selected by FL1 method are crucial for discrimination.

When selected features are more than two, we used the feature based classification to compare the feature selection methods. The experiment is conducted five times, and means outputs are obtained. The target selected features size is from one to around 80\% of whole feature size to give comprehensive comparison. In order to show the classification performances, we use three classic classifiers: k nearest neighbor ($k=5$ in the experiment), LibSVM and multi-layer feed-forward networks. For briefness, we only plot two data sets (one binary-category data set and one multi-category data set) results. We abbreviate the classifiers as LibSVM, 5-NN and NeuralNet in the figures.

Figure 4.9 shows the comparison results for data “hill valley”. When the selected features size is smaller than 40, FL1 results rank first among all the competitors with all three classifiers. And
FL1 outputs rank second when the selected features size is larger than 40. In the case of multi-category data “libras” in Figure 4.10 the performances of FL1 rank first in most cases. It is important to note that the PCS and Fisher are supervised feature selection methods. And the performance of FL1 is competitive to PCS and Fisher in the most feature sizes.

In order to give comprehensive comparison of different feature selection methods on multiple data sets, the mean accuracy in low dimension (from feature size one to around 40% of whole feature sizes) are calculated based on each data set and each classifier. Table 4.5 shows the detail mean outputs and the comparison results. The highest accuracy for each classifier is highlighted. It can be observed that FL1 can win 6, 6 and 5 times of 10 data sets with LibSVM, 5-NN and NeuralNet respectively.

Table 4.4. UCI datasets used in the experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Training size</th>
<th>Testing size</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pima</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tic-tac-toe</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeast</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill valley</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle silhouettes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image segmentation</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine quality</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2449</td>
<td>2449</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libras</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.8. Data Wine plotted in 2-D with selected features. 5 methods have selected different two features.
Figure 4.9. Comparison of feature based classification accuracies for data hill valley.

Figure 4.10. Comparison of feature based classification accuracies for data libras.
Table 4.5. Mean accuracy in low dimensions (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>LibSVM</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>5-NN</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>NeuralNet</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL1</td>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>PCU</td>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>Lap</td>
<td>FL1</td>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>PCU</td>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>Lap</td>
<td>FL1</td>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>PCU</td>
<td>Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pima</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tic-tac-toe</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeast</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hill valley</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image seg</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine quality</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libras</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Wins</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions and Discussions

5.1. Conclusions

5.1.1. Semantic Information Framework

In this project, we first introduced a cognitive linguistic (CL) based semantic information representation framework (SIRF).

Similar to text representations, SIRF encompasses representations at three abstraction levels, including lexical level, syntactic level and semantic level. Five cognitive linguistic conceptual primitives, i.e. thing, action, place, path and cause, are used across different levels to regularize the structures of the representations. At the lexical level, words in the forms of visual features are extracted and naturally mapped to different CL primitives. At the syntactic level, these primitives are further merged into phrases, or high level primitives. At the semantic level, these phrases are collected to form concepts.

The feature level primitive extraction can be accomplished using many existing image processing tools and methods. In this project we also introduced several new tools to address some less well studied challenges.

At the syntactic level, we proposed a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) approach to model the construction of syntactic visual phrases. Our method includes a grammar parsing component and rule induction component. In this work we focused on a special use case, i.e. small human group action recognition. The proposed can successfully addresses the concurrent sub-event problem in otherwise a linear grammar system. The semantic merge operation ensures that the representation is close to the human language as well as with a minimum description length. The experimental results in small human group event recognition applications demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework. Although we utilized some domain-specific knowledge in this application, the general representation can be applied to many different visual recognition systems.

At the semantic level, we proposed a Bayesian network (BN) approach to facilitate concept prediction and inference. With the help of prior knowledge, a BN can be constructed with appropriate CL primitives for each concept. The causal relationships are usually intuitive to establish, and their conditional probability distributions of these CL primitives can be estimated through data training. Given a constructed BN, or SIRF concept model (SCM), we can make inference on the concept based on the observations. A simple use case of “small human group actions” was presented to demonstrate the SCM construction and inference procedures.

5.1.2. Primitive Modeling

In the second phase of this project, we developed several CL primitive modeling methods to improve primitive extraction in some very challenging scenarios.
We proposed a dynamic structure preserving map (DSPM) as a spatio-temporal model to recognize individual human actions from video sequences. It is an extension to a special type of neural network called self organizing map (SOM). Through learning on low-level features, DSPM automatically extracts intrinsic spatio-temporal patterns from the video sequence. DSPM improves the adaptive learning rule in SOM with a Markov model on the dynamic behavior of best matching units, which helps to preserve spatio-temporal dynamic topological structure. Through the non-linear mapping, DSPM can reduce computational cost and data redundancy for action recognition. The ensemble learning based on EM is adopted to estimate the latent parameters. Our experimental results on several popular human action datasets showed that DSPM is a very effective and competitive method in human action recognition.

We further introduced a novel structural feature to describe small human group actions. The feature set is derived from social network analysis (SNA). The major advantage of this SNA based feature set is that it can capture group structure while ignoring many unnecessary specifics of individuals involved. Therefore this feature set can handle group actions with varying numbers of individuals, varying time durations, and individual occlusions. Based on this feature, we also propose a Conditional Gaussian Process Dynamic Model (GPDM) for dynamic modeling. We demonstrated competitive and robust results on the group human activity recognitions by constructing middle level features only on position cues, and by using models trained from one data set to test on an entirely different dataset.

Besides small group activities, we also extended our SNA based GPDM method for recognizing human object interactions. In this work, key human body parts and the object are considered as nodes in a social network graph. A special set of social network analysis based features is introduced to capture the distributions of motion patterns among all the nodes overtime. It provides a global view of the activity while preserving the individuality of each node. Because of these, our method can tolerate missing information of the low-level detections on human body parts and the small object. We have shown that this method can achieve good performance in very challenging human object interaction scenarios.

Although human object recognition has been extensive studied, most of the existing methods are based on sophistical appearance models. While working on our surveillance related video sequences, we realized that human objects are usually too small for recognition. Therefore we introduced a new human object recognition methods based on a less explored human biometric, human silhouette sequence. In this work, we introduced a binary silhouette subtraction and pHOG features based human gait recognition method. The Pyramid of HOG feature on the binary silhouette images effectively captures the shape dynamics during the motion of the human object. Our experimental results verified that the proposed method can achieve a competitive recognition rate in comparison with other existing human gait recognition methods.

5.1.3. Sensor Utility Metrics

In the third phase of the project, we developed two new feature selection method based under that sparse coding framework.
First we introduced an unsupervised filter model Feature Selection via Sparse Imputation (FSSI). In particular, the imputation quality of individual feature is utilized as evaluation metrics in feature selection. The proposed method is applied to UCI data sets (binary-category and multi-category). The classification results are obtained with classic classifiers (support vector machine, k nearest neighbors and multi-layer feed forward networks). The proposed feature selection method was compared with other popular methods, including Fisher score method (a supervised filter model) and Laplacian score method (a unsupervised filter model). The comparison results on UCI data sets demonstrate the capability and efficiency of our method.

We also extended the FSSI idea and developed another supervised filter model feature selection method based on the $\ell_1$-graph representation of sparse coding. Our approach aims to use $\ell_1$-graph to evaluate the local property for individual feature. A similarity matrix based on sparse subspace clustering was defined to construct $\ell_1$-graphs. The feature’s local preserving ability is evaluated through spectral graph theory. Experimental comparisons with related filter methods have demonstrated that our method is effective in terms of visualization and classification.

### 5.2. Future Directions

During the course of this project, we have acquired valuable insight on semantic sensor information representation. Some of the possible future research directions are outlined as follows.

1. Similar to the level of text representations, we believe that a comprehensive semantic sensor information representation requires all three levels of representations, i.e. signal level, syntactic level, and semantic level. The main objective of signal level representation is acquisition, the main objective of syntactic level representation is compression/summarization/abstraction, and the main objective of semantic level representation is reasoning. It is not advisable to seek a single mathematical model for all three levels. Decades of research on signal processing and computer vision has made significant advances on signal level representations. Recently, syntactic level sensor information representations have attracted substantial amount of attentions, and many effective methods have be proposed. At semantic level, although there have been many tools developed for expert systems, decision support systems and database systems etc., they are mainly text based systems, and they are not well suited to sensor syntactic analysis outputs. Our proposal of a Bayesian network with Probabilistic Context Free Grammar provides one potential solution to this challenge. However we understand that we have not entirely solved this problem, which is obvious when we look at an SCM XML file from a human user (page 11) and an output SCM XML file from our parsing system (page 12). We will continue to explore a seamless integration of a parsing model and a reasoning model.
2. We realize that a major challenge in high dimensional sensor information representation is the difficulty in structure preserving. In a general sense, “structure” refers to relative spatial and temporal relationships among various information elements. Some of the most effective detection and classification methods have been based on “bag of words” or “bag of features” approach. They are highly efficient in computation, but deficient in representation. Their performance heavily relies on appropriate training. On the other hand, structure preserving methods usually suffer low robustness. In this project we intentionally focused on improving efficiency and robustness of structure preserving methods. At signal level, we explored SNA based features, which are able to preserve group structures without the detail specifications of individuals. We also applied SOM based feature clustering method that is able to discover certain topological relationships in the feature space. At syntactic level, we studied PCFG as a generative model that can preserve well defined structures, such as shapes and trajectories. We are currently exploring a systematic extension of PCFG to a multi-dimensional signal space.

3. Our original proposal was motivated by advances in cognitive linguistics. Due to the scope of this project, we could only explore a very small portion of cognitive linguistics principles. A major hypothesis of cognitive linguistics “experiential embodiment”, which suggests that language is not a set of symbols with rules, but is a pointer to prior experience, i.e. language is a context-sensitive index set. Computational semanticists claim that meaning consists of relationships among symbols. Cognitive linguists point out that sensorimotor experience with an unknown object is much richer internally than the words that describe it. Cognitive linguists argue that the primary primate reasoning mechanism is metaphor, the binding of new experiences and words to existing personal sensorimotor experiences and related words. We believe that cognitive linguistics can have great potentials in sensor information processing. For example, cognitive linguistics is particular suited for active sensing, when sensing system acquire knowledge through sensorimotor experience. Also cognitive linguistics can establish an effective interface between human query in natural language and sensing system outputs through experience of interactions. Furthermore, computational models of metaphoric reasoning can provide natural solutions for cross-modality data fusion as well as soft data and hard data fusion.

5.3. Summary of achievements on SOW tasks:

Task 1: formulating mathematical and theoretical foundations of Semantic Information Representation Framework (SIRF)
- We have introduced a cognitive linguistics based semantic information representation framework (SIRF). We defined its components, layered architecture, and data structure.
- We have demonstrated that, at a low abstraction level in SIRF, syntactic constructs can be learned from observations probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG).
- We have demonstrated that, at a high abstraction layer in SIRF, semantic reasoning (abstraction and inference) can be achieved using Bayesian networks

Task 2: development of model distributions for analysis and information fusion
• We have developed a novel Dynamic Structure Preserving Map (DSPM) method for individual human action primitive modeling
• We have developed a small human group activity modeling method based on Gaussian Process Dynamic Model and social network analysis (SN-GPDM)
• We have extended SN-GPDM method to recognize human object interactions
• We have developed a human gait recognition method based on pyramid histogram of oriented gradients (pHOG) on optical flow features.

Task 3: development of quantitative metrics of semantic utility
• We have developed an unsupervised feature selection via sparse imputation (FSSI) method to determine the importance of individual features and sensor modalities
• We have generalized individual feature contributions in sparse representation into L-1 graphs, which can be used in feature selection and utility ranking.
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